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Water Damage Moves Students Habitrot Encourages
Student Awareness
JAMES THALER

NEWS WRITER

Additional reporting by Jason
Haber '08.
Jarvis dormitory experienced
various levels of water leaks and
mold formation last month as
rain pounded the region for an
eight-day stretch, causing damage and the temporary relocation
of some students.
At least four rooms suffered
damage severe enough to displace students. One resident
whose room was affected by the
leaks, Laura Nelson '09, was
eventually moved.
After noticing a leak above
her bed on Oct. 14 she came
back later that night to find her
ceiling falling in where the leak
had started. "There was debris
everywhere so we got a garbage
bin and tried to clean a little bit,"
Nelson said, "the smell was horrible." She stayed with different
friends the following nights,
returning to her room to work
and get clothes.
Nelson first reported the leak
to Building and Grounds on the
evening of Friday, Oct. 14 and
staff responded Saturday morning. Alter inspecting the loom B
& G issued a recommendation to-

JENNIFER MOOR
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR

pleased with the number of students who showed.
Emma Bayer, a junior member of Trinity HFH, observed,
"Last year it snowed and basical-

Last Saturday the Trinity
Chapter of Habitat for Humanity
held its third annual 5K Charity
Fun
Run. The
"Habitrot"
raises
money for the nonprofit organization to
both sponsor building
projects in Hartford
and to finance student
trips to various buildChelsea Nattelberg
ing sites in the US.
Heavy rain hit Jarvis especially hard, causing damage and mold.
This year the Habitrot
drew in about 75 runthe Office of Residential Life
the problems could still be fixed.
ners
and raised
that the students be moved to Amy Howard, Director of
another room. However, as Sally
Campus Life, noted: "Jarvis is a approximately $900.
Starting around
Katz, Director of Buildings and
150-year-old building; it's likely
11:30 in the morning,
Grounds explained, "it's much
there have been leaks there
the
members of
more difficult to investigate
before." On Wednesday the
Emma Bayer
Trinity's
HFH
leaks in the older buildings."
18th, on a day when the rain had
Many
students
participated
in
Habitrot.
The building's natural architecChapter
set
up
regissubsided, a second inspection of
ture coupled with the driving
ly only women's crew ran. This
the room, as part of a dorm-wide tration for the run on the college's
rain made an initial definitive
year there was a much better turn
track.
The
approximately
three
survey of all Jarvis rooms, conassessment of the rooms nearly
out. Everyone in Habitat chipped
firmed that it would be more mile course would include two
impossible.
in. We've been tabling for 2
loops around the track, and a huge
practical to relocate Nelson and
weeks in Mather and we pushed
her roommate, Stephanie Glover circle around the periphery of the
The Office of Residential
back the starting time to encour'09, to another room on campus. campus.
Life did not arrange for a move
age more people to run." The
Considering the temperature
immediately both because of the The general survey of all Jarvis
and
time
on
a
Saturday
morning,
difficulties involved in relocatsee COMMUNITY on page 12
the Habitat .members were
see HEAVY on page 8
ing' students and- out of Hope that

Student-Run Protest ConnPIRG Eyes GlobalWarming
Multi-Campus Effort Pushes Energy Conservation, Education
Fights Sexual Assault
BILL. COSGROVE

focuses on awareness and educahere to get Trinity on a cleaner
tion. "We want everyone to recpath," she said. "We're always
ognize that there are ways to
looking for more creative ways
Trinity has joined over a
through Thanksgiving. Bennett
KATY NOLIN
ARTS WRITER feels that a pro-active and strong hundred other colleges as part of reduce energy," she said. to educate the students."
"People fail to realize that
ConnPIRG believes that
ConnPIRG's Campus Climate
A group of dynamic and tal- message is more productive than
everyday the earth is getting hotcampuses are the key to a clean
Challenge, a student movement
ented performers gathered in the the responsive, accusatory stance
ter, and the water is getting dirtenergy future because they have
taken against various Greek soci- aimed at reducing greenhouse
Washington Room on Sunday
ier.
We
don't
have
another
earth
historically been the catalysts of
gas
emissions
on
campuses
eties
last
year.
Laura
Lockwood,
night to raise awareness about
to
fall
back
on."
paradigm shifts in technology
across
the
country.
The
camhead
of
the
Women's
Center
at
sexual assault. Under the guidand culture, and most colleges
Louise
Bhavnani,
paign,
which
kicked
off
on
Oct.
ance of Hillary Bennett
are huge institutions that use a
19
by
displaying
a
hybrid
car
.ConnPIRG's
campus
organizer,
'07 and Abigail Garrity
lot
of energy. "Campuses are a
outside
of
Mather
Hall,
has
a
says
that
this
year
the
Challenge
'07, and with the sponperfect
place to set an example
short-term
goal
of
educating
the
hopes
to
bring
awareness
to
the
sorship of the Sexual
of
how
we can run an effective
Trinity
community
on
ways
to
cause
and
teach
students
that
Assault Task Force,
save
energy
and
reduce
unnecesthere
are
simple,
easy
ways
to
this student-run prosee STUDENTS on page 7
sary human induced emissions.
lower their energy use. " I ' m
duction managed to
ConnPIRG is a student
avoid becoming just an
directed, statewide organization
angry rant, the stereothat focuses on environmental
typical format of many
preservation, consumer protecof
these
events.
Read about hip hop
tion, and student rights. The
Instead, it charmed its
acts ZBC, Pack FM,
mission
of the Climate
way into the hearts of
Challenge is to support an
and their free show last
the audience members,
aggressive, visionary program
weekend on page 15.
who eagerly responded
that will change the way the
with claps, cheers, and
Sam Lin country
gets
its energy.
a couple of cat calls.
Currently,
98
percent of
Bennett, the SATF The Trinitones join in response to assault
Americans'
energy
comes from
coordinator'this year, stressed the
Trinity, reinforced this idea, calldirty
(non-renewable)
energy
Check out the Watkinson's latest A member of the football team
ing the event "a beautiful way to
importance of such an event at
sources
like
oil,
coal,
and
exbinit, "Alternative Voices," on responds to recent criticisms on
raise
awareness."
And
it
was.
this point in the school year.
page 4.
nuclear power. Clean energy, in
page IS,
The real star of the show was
SATF sponsors several events
the
form
of
wind,
solar,
or
Ms. Hillary Bennett, who, in
(most notably The Vagina
Read about what could be com- Learn more about proper college
waterpower, is capable of proaddition to being a very gracious
etiquette on page 11,
ing to a Mather menu near you
Monologues and Take Back the
viding 20 percent of the nation's
an page 6.
Night) in the Spring, but SATF and enthusiastic host, wrote sevelectricity.
eral of the readings. The best by
has had a considerable lack of
page 2
Opinions
Arts
page IS
The head student organizer
presence in the Fall.
Most far was the first act of the
page
6
News
•
Announcements
page' 19
for
the Challenge,
Tina
evening, "I'm Sorry," performed
assaults on freshman and sophopage U
Features
Sports
page 24
MacDonald ' 0 6 , said that the
more women occur during the
www.trinHytrippdLcojrn
group's objective for this year
see
SATF
on
page
17
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Football Fleeting; Academic Reputation Lasts
are making serious sacrifices in
order to compete in today's
shrinking job market with other
students from Middlebury and
Bowdoin. Sacrificing academic
excellence for a crackerjack
football program and a handful
of fans makes us all fall short of
our collective mission. The foot-

To The Editor:
I agree with last week's letter
from Gregory Barison '74 stressing the importance of academics
over athletics. Trinity and
President Jones should be
focused on improving our
school's academic reputation,

Trinity students and their families are
not paying $40,000 per annum to be associated with a great football program.
not merely our football programs.
While I hope the matter
never conies to us having to ban
football from Trinity, I do feel
that we should focus on improving our academics before we;
build a football team that goes
undefeated each year.
Trinity students and their
families are not paying $40,000
per annum to be associated with
a great football program; they

ball season lasts a few short
months and is a distant memory
by Thanksgiving, but your
school's academic reputation
precedes you into the real world
and that association follows you
long after your school days.
That's worth fighting tooth and
nail to improve. President Jones
needs to realize this and take
action.
Sincerely.
Matt Eckel '81

Criminalizing Marijuana Does Not Pay Off
To the Editor:

From the Editor...
Last week, the Tripod ran an anonymous op-ed by a student who had recently been suspended for a much-publicized infraction of common decency. In it, he did not try to defend
his action of pouring a beer on another man after calling his hat ugly, but instead, tried to
point his finger at what he perceived to be hypocritical judicial treatment by the College,
: f It is impossible to have complete knowjeclge in a case like this, and depending caxa
the anonymous writer getting suspended, or we can choose to consider other possibilities.
That a number of students involved in the uglier display of homophobia during a soccer game published a letter of apology in the previous issue of the Tripod points to a judicial body that is not concerned solely with the outward appearance of the College. The suspended student argued in his piece that the school disregarded his attempt to apologize,
and instead made an example of him — that it judged him unfairly because of his "proximity" to other examples of active intolerance on campus.
Unfortunately, this student's opinion, as is any of ours in this situation, may be based
on incomplete information. To not consider that the College was also looking out for his
best interests is to neglect to weigh a variety of motivations the judicial body may have
felt while making its decision. Not in the very least of its thoughts may have been the welfare of the individual who has been suspended. In his article, the suspended student
expressed that the school has asked him to participate in alcohol counseling. It may be relevant to note that the most common reaction during drug and alcohol interventions is for
the at-risk individual to express irrational anger at his or her supporters.
I am not discounting this student's right to an opinion, but I do have issue with an argument made on this student's behalf by Johanna Gordon '06, who assumed that had he/she
not come forward in apology, that he/she would not have met any judiciary action. Her
conclusion is predicated on the assumption that the now-suspended student's identity was
unknown to the school prior to his admission of guilt.
We are all guilty of forming our own opinions often based on incomplete information.
I'm just not sure that in a case like this — in which the administration will never reveal all
the circumstances to a student's removal — that it is appropriate to question the central
integrity of the College's administration.
Without a doubt, for the anonymous suspended student to intimate that apologizing
and/or telling the truth might not always be the best option is to remove much of the credibility in his article. It is an idea that is counter to all my sensibilities as a journalist, and
should not be prescribed by anyone.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jacison Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Editor-in-Chief
(860) 297-2583

Business Office
(860) 297-2584

Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
Campus Mail Box 702582
E-Mail: tripod@trincoll.edu

The drug war is in large part a
war on marijuana, by far the most
popular illicit drug. Marijuana
prohibition has done little other
than burden millions of otherwise
law-abiding citizens with criminal, records. The University of
Kltuie Stud} lepoiLs that lifetime

The drug war's distortion of
immutable laws of supply and
demand make an easily grown
weed literally worth its weight in
gold. The only clear winners in
the war on marijuana are drug
cartels and shameless tough-ondrugs politicians who've built
careers, on confusing drug prohibttlettfcs
rol.ili\el> luimlcss plant. The

The short-term health effects of marijuana are inconsequential compared to the
long-term effect of criminal records.
use of marijuana is higher in the
United States than i n . any
European country, yet America is
one of the few Western countries
that uses its criminal justice system to punish citizens who prefer
marijuana to martinis. The
short-term health effects of marijuana are inconsequential compared to the long-term effects of
criminal records. Unfortunately,
marijuana represents the counterculture to, many Americans. In
subsidizing the prejudices of culture warriors, government is subsidizing organized crime.

big losers in this battle are the
American taxpayers who have
been deluded into believing big
government is the appropriate
response to non-traditional consensual vices. Students who
want to help end the intergenerational culture war, otherwise
known as the war on some drugs,
should contact Students for
Sensible
Drug
Policy
at
www.ssdp.org.
Sincerely,
Robert Sharpe
Policy Analyst

The big news this past week was Halloween - we may
be getting older, but dressing like fairy-tale characters
and your favorite movie heroes never does.
Two wordss Trick- Treat.

A year's supply of Twix
f bars and Blowpops on
your niglitstand.

"Cheerleading" makes a
They'll be dancing in
comeback with Dance
A A trash bags due to
Team.
lack of funding.
Sudden burst of impossibly beautiful weather.
TrinTV is getting off
its feet - again.
Chapel Bells play "My
Favorite Things" from

Schizophrenic climate
* means mittens next week.
Budget cuts mean more
i A cold showers.
No one sang along with
PT.

The Sound of Music.

m
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Energy Conservation Crucial A Victim of Racial
Profiling Speaks Out
TINA MACDONALD
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
"In my view, climate change is
the most severe problem that we
are facing today — more serious
even than the threat of terrorism."
- David A. King, Chief Scientific
Advisor
to
the British
Government, Feb. 2004.

that
natural
environmental
processes have an effect on the
global climate, recent scientific
evidence shows that natural causes
are not a sufficient explanation for
this rapid rise in temperature.
The U.N. Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
states that most of the temperature

These recent climate changes are due
largely in part to humans' energy consumption habits and global warming.
I must admit that I'm glad this
spring-like warm spell has come
about tliis week to relieve us of
last week's sudden drop in temperature. What most people don't
realize, however, is that we should
consider ourselves lucky to have
felt those cruel and nasty temperatures. Seven of the 10 hottest years
in the 20th century were hi the
1990s, and temperatures are estimated to become three to nine
degrees (F) hotter by the end of
the century. The cause? Humans.
These recent climate changes are
due largely in part to humans'
ehergy'-cdnsumptidn habits and
global warming. While it is true

increase in the last 50 years is due
to human activities. The biggest
source of man-made carbon dioxide pollution comes from electricity production, contributing to

grave consequences loom: ice
caps are melting and sea levels are
rising as a result, flooding coastal
areas. Droughts, wildfires, and
heat waves are becoming more
frequent and intense. Bacteria that
are normally killed during periods
of warm weather are now still
active. This is only the beginning.
It is important to recognize,
however, that harnessing the same
energy that initiated this global
warming disaster can be used to
resolve it. Today, cars that get 70
miles per gallon are produced, yet
the United States average is still
only 20 miles per gallon. In addition, reduction of carbon dioxide
emissions is possible by using
renewable energy sources like
wind and solar power. The price

Harnessing the same energy that initiated this global warming disascer can be used
to resolve i t
.
•
about 37 percent of global carbon
dioxide emissions. The serious
effects of these temperature
changes are evident in the extreme
weather we have: recently experience (Katrina, anyone?). Other

of wind power has decreased 80
percent within the past 20 years,
and the cost of solar power has
made it possible for California
see WASTE on page 5

Rosa Parks: A Memoriam
forefront of the American consciousness: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. According to Shipps,
"Dr. King wrote, '[N]o one can
understand the action of Mrs.
Parks unless he realizes that
eventually the cup of endurance
runs over, and the human personality cries out, 'I can take it no
longer.'"
In the half century that has
elapsed since December of 1955,
major strides have been made
towards attaining racial equality.
The struggle, however, has not
been easy. Arguably, true equalThe mobilization for social change was
ity still remains elusive, as
in need of a catalyst. That catalyst
demonstrated by a recent beating
appeared in the form of Rosa Parks.
of a black man by two white officers in New Orleans, an act without justifiable cause. Yet,
1955: a year synonymous that touts itself as "the land of
progress
towards an end to this
with the jukebox and bobby the free" and of "equal opportudisparity
is ongoing, and in relanity"
was
destined
to
lead
to
socks,
hula
hoops and
tive
terms,
the strides forward
rebellion.
Honeymooners, busses and boythus
far
have
been huge.
The
mobilization
for
social
cotts. Yes, boycotts-specificalRosa
Parks
died on Oct. 24
change
was
in
need
of
a
catalyst.
ly, the Montgomery Bus Boycott,
at
the
age
of
92.
As Abraham
That
catalyst
appeared
in
the
a call for an end to racial segre-

KATEGREULE
OPINIONS WRITER
Walt
Disney
brought
Shangri-La to America in the
form of an amusement park modestly named "Disneyland." Ray
Croc,
fast
food's
Dr.
Frankenstein, opened the first
franchised McDonald's in Des
Plaines, Illinois. And teenagers
across the country "rock, rock,
rocked till the broad daylight" to
the tune of "Rock Around the
Clock."

gation. An act of passive resistance that lasted 381 days, during
which, according to a recent
piece in the New York Times by
E.R, Shipps, those blacks that
could not find alternate transportation walked to work, some
as many as twenty miles.
Beneath the idyllic facade of
the 1950s, a sense of deep discontent and indignation was
slowly
mounting
among
"Negroes" in the Deep South.
Although they had been granted

the right to vote in the previous
century, racial equality was by
no means a reality in Alabama.
The disparity of rights was mirrored by the bus policy.
As told by Shipps, the first
four rows on the bus were
reserved for whites. Blacks were
allowed to sit in the middle seats
until a white passenger boarded
and chose to sit there. The black
passenger was then required to
either move or disembark. Such
blatant prejudice in a country

GERMAINE GREEN
OPINIONS
CONTRIBUTOR
Friday night, I was rudely
reminded that I'm a superhero some might refer to it as Black
Man - with the odd power to get
women to hold their bags tighter as
the pass me on the lower Long
Walk or call Campus Safety on me

male suspicious? One of the
quotes for the night comes from a
girl in Hansen who had, from the
peephole of her door, seen us walk
through her dorm. "One of them is
tall with a white bandanna and a
black puffy jacket, and he looks
mean." Trinity community, here is
a fun fact for you: the tall one hap-

Was it our style of dress that would
cause someone to find three AfiicanAmericans and one Hispanic suspicious?
because they see me posting up flyers for the MOCA talent show in
their dorm.
The word used to describe me
and three other members of
MOCA Friday night was "suspicious." Why is that? is a question I
have to ask myself. Was it our
style of dress that would cause
someone to find three AfricanAmerican men and one Hispanic

pens to be Femi, one of the cochairs of MOCA. If you introduce
yourself to him, I promise he won't
bite. Rather, he will greet you with
one of the warmest smiles you will
ever see in this world.
Wake up, Trinity community.
Take a whiff of this cup of Folgefs
that I would call reality. Trinity has
see ON BEING on page 5

Tutorial College is
A Disappointment
NOA

LANDES
PHOTO

EDITOR

The Tutorial College as
described on the Trinity College
Web site is a little misleading. It
describes Tutorial as a program
that tears down the "fences"
between the disciplines. It talks
about the "diligent inquiry,
relentless dialogue and creative
thought" that the students and
professors alike are dedicated
to. The professors, according to
the Web page, come from different disciplines "as far apart as is
possible." They encourage you
to "climb over the fence to
Tutorial College."

which' the students are
inevitably caught and never
leave. This isn't true, at least not
to my knowledge.
Another comment I heard a
lot was, "There is so much reading." For all of you who aren't
familiar with Tutorial, there is a
lot of reading. The reading is
also about 80 percent of the
work for the program.
However, because of the
pressure put on Tutorial by the
administration to make sure we
are doing enough work to justify
the five credits the program is
worth, we have been rushing
through books. This week, we
spent one class period on a 500-

There is an enormous amount of pressure ... to fulfill distribution requirements
and to compensate for a lot of new issues.

It
sounds
great.
Unfortunately, this is not exactly
the reality of this program. Most
of all the last part, but I'll get to
that in a bit.
Arguably, true equality still remains eluLast year, I spoke to a lot of
older students about Tutorial
sive, as demonstrated by a recent beating
because I was thinking of applyof a black man by two white officers.
ing. I got mixed reports.
Eventually, I realized that most
of the negative input was from
Lincoln,
John
F.
Kennedy,
and
form of Rosa Parks, a 43-yearstudents who had not done
Ronald
Reagan
before
her,
Rosa
old seamstress who refused to
Tutorial.
Parks
will
lie
in
honor
under
the
forfeit her seat to a white man.
On the other hand, most of
Her act of passive resistance Capital Rotunda. She is the first
the alumni had wonderful things
and resulting arrest led to the woman to be granted this honor,
Montgomery Bus Boycott, a a well-deserved tribute to the to say about it. The biggest complaint I heard about the program
movement that brought yet heroine of racial equality. May
was the "Tutorial Bubble" in
another civil rights icon to the she rest in peace.

page book about the history of
the world. A lot of things had to
be left out of our "relentless dialogue," to say the least.
This is not the biggest issue
we face, but it is a symptom of
the real problem with the program. The problem is, ironically,
Trinity College.
There is an enormous
amount of pressure being placed
on Tutorial to fulfill distribution
requirements, to compensate for
a lot of new issues this year and
prove itself to the college. They
are not encouraging us to climb
see PRIZE on page 4
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DearJimmy... Thoughts of a Student-Athlete
Problems at the Top, Not Football to Blame for Trinity's Ranking

President Jones Answers Students' Question?
"Which U.S. President would you most
like
to
have
dinner
with?"
As is most always the case with personal questions posed by students over the past
three decades, this one has me more than a
little perplexed, mainly because I have
wavered over the years as to my best
answer; FDR. Lincoln, or Jefferson. I would
ijike to ask President Lincoln how he came
to have such a moral compass and perseverance linked to the eloquence we find in the
Gettysburg Address or his second
Inaugural. I would like to ask President Roosevelt where he got that
wonderfully ebullient smile of his, cigarette holder jauntily pointed
upward, when the rest of the country was paralyzed by the bitter pessimism of the Depression, or where he got Ms interior steel to engender massive aid for England and then, with the Allies, eventually to
defeat Germany and Japan, where- he got his vision for the United
Nations, and a host of other questions. But I suppose, at the end of the
day, I would most want to have dinner with President Jefferson.

At tiie end of the day, I would most
want to have dinner with Resident
Jefferson. President Kennedy, at times as eloquent as FDR or Lincoln to be
sure, once welcomed agrowp of American Nobel Prize winners to a
formal dinner at the White House by quipping, "this is the most
accomplished groiroof individuals ever,to dine in the White House,
with the exception of when Thomas Jefferson dined alone." The students in my seminar this semester and I have discussed on more than
pne, occasiQt|,,J|&;]agEu1.canl: role,, plqyed j>j, the education that

Locke, Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Rousseau they read.
I would love to be able to ask President Jefferson, clearly one of
tin.- -iignil inlelU'ULij1 1 "mil i1 .';- HI Lii lime .u\l ,no!uulv rk ;iv>si
bnlliani ol a'i\ it luos..1 lnJividUiils who lu .'c1 he.n oui piesidents, J
numbci oi questions Wlm were >ou ihmkiiid when >im itieule the
Louisiana Puiihd&c, >.ontr;ir> to whai your idol Momesquieu wrote
about democracy's being iible to exist only in a geographically confined jroa'.'. How did you get. mtellecniallv and philosophically, to
including the *puisuit of happiness" when you evoked that heioic troikj rt the beginning ol ihe Declaration or Independence along with
'life' and hbeit\"' Whence came the scientific impetus loi your
ingenious imeniions many or which we s,ci: Uidaj at Monncello'1
Why did >ou personally. ji.ni.illy usiii'_: jour idestope lrom
MoMwdlo elect tn plan and then to supervise the constuitiion or the
Grounds at the University of Virginia, ever since considered by architectural historians to be one of the greatest aesthetic open spaces in
Western Civilization?" And also, the more personally embarrassing
questions that have come from scholarship over the course of the past
twenty years, "bid you love Sally Hernniings, or was she just some
anonymous sextial partner for you? Did you feel any personal responsibilities,, after your wife's death, for any children born to you from
your affair with Sally Hernmings?" And the most difficult of them all;
"Haw could you write words that have moved millions of human
beings, now for centuries, and at the same time tiot give 'liberty* to

"How could you write words that have
moved millions... and not give liberty* to
those slaves whom you owned?"
nu'gMK1 th.it. i f ] I'ould not l v wo iniimid.'iicd |usi by ill? ;KI;Ssueh mi iircllee'.iis his. ilsi.s would tic. the. most inlt>nnini\o ilm
.icro; ivy life.
[ Aould al*n like 10 aik him WIKIC hi> ^enw of p^i^oiuJ htiuuliiy
JUJIIJ I'nir.1.. Ailcr in.1- ii!iuiE.ir;:tioii. lie ixiJc his lioiv. hick to his loominr, hi)i:se f:lii-Wiiit'1 Hi-ust wsi-. ni.M'inisiit'di. Evciy ensiii a u h e diniii;, U'ble vas iijleJ. VIIOK- IK- w a s Piv^ii-'cnt HI the I'uiioil Staies. hav
:ng.'t;.M cumpleu'd his ipaiigura! .spi-rob Anoih^i buardi.;• ':••>: I:JJ froiu
r.in I'huii 'o let (ho IVtNdcni h..\c his dinner. L'pou '.vhii.ii Tlvunu-;
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Please send any questions for
President Joneiju tripQ(J@iri\

TIM COUGHUN
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Gregory Barison '74 posed a
question in the previous edition
of the Tripod: "What effect
would the abolition of football
have on our applicant pool, student body qualification and cam-

World Report, Trinity declined in
four
categories:
Faculty
Resources, Student Selectivity,
Financial Resources and Alumni
Giving. Our falling in each of
these categories has not been due
to the actions of the football program or the priorities of

Trinity's current decline is the direct
result of previous administrations' fiscal
irresponsibility and inept oversight
President Jones, who has spearheaded the campaign to bring
back Trinity's lost stature. In
short, Trinity's current decline is
the direct result of previous
administrations' fiscal irresponsibility and inept oversight by
members of the college and

enroll larger numbers of students
in the hopes of increasing capital. By enrolling larger classes of
students, our acceptance rate has
increased relative to other
NESCACs.
In order to cure the troubles
within Trinity, drastic actions do
need to be taken. Alumni Giving,
while not sufficient to raise
Trinity's ranking, is nonetheless
a necessary ingredient in improving the school's reputation.
Trinity's Financial Resources
have been the focal point of the
college's troubles. As a result of
the poor (or non-existent) oversight of the college's finances in
previous years, all
other
NESCACs far surpass Trinity in
the size of their endowment.
Consequently, the current admin-

pus life?" As a student athlete, I
am well-equipped to provide an
answer.
Most likely, we would still be
ranked
lowest
amongst
NESCAC schools, we would still
be left with the financial burden
of years past, and we would still
have to enroll abnormally large
classes. In addition, academically-minded students like myself
would not be able to pursue the
sport that they enjoy. Certain
alumni and parents have attributed Trinity's declining rank in
U.S. News -and World Report to
the Trinity College football program. Unfortunately, the answer
is not that simple, nor is blame so
easily placed.
Perhaps said best by Trinity
Parent Robert Ericson, the US.
News and World Report Ranking

alumni. As a result, we are faced
with an uphill battle on a limited
budget.
Trinity's present financial
predicament has forced the
College to make a number of
sacrifices, all which have negatively effected our national
standing as a result. ; The U.S.

istration is compensating for the
irresponsible habits of former
Trinity leaders.
I fail to recognize how students on the football team have
contributed to the falling ranking, or how the elimination of the
program would elevate our academic standing to that of other

insight, some solid metrics and a
sense of its standing in present
day academia." As an institution,
we should be concerned with
Trinity's reputation and standing

are based upon a number of factors, one of which is teacher
salaries. As a result of the present
financial crunch, Trinity's faculty has agreed to a pay freeze in

Trinity College football program
is composed of 75 young men
who truly embody what it is to be
a collegiate student-athlete in
America today. Despite what it
seems, many parents, alumni and
members of the college think, we
are students, first and foremost.
Football is simply our chosen
extra-curricular outlet. Every
day, just like other students on
campus, we wake up, go to class,
complete our assignments, and
excel academically. The only difference is, as student-athletes we
have chosen to give a great deal
of our time and effort to the sport
of football; this is no different
from a music program, language

The football program is composed of 75
young men who truly embody what it is to
be a collegiate student athlete.

By enrolling larger classes of students,
our acceptance rate has increased relative
to other NESCACs.
compared to our NESCAC counterparts, and we should take
proactive action to remedy the
problems. That said, before casting blame or taking action, careful attention should be paid to
the roots of our decline and what
would be an effective response.
In the 2006 U.S. News and

the hopes of allowing our limited
amount of capital to be put back
towards the students - a step
which truly shows our faculty's
commitment to the student body
and the school. Our student
selectivity has also been negatively influenced by our fiscal
burdens. Trinity is forced to

see FUNDING on page 5

Prize Program is Faltering
continued from page 3
over any fences.
Over the summer, the current Tutorial students received
an e-mail that Fred Pfeil, who
was going to be our fifth professor, would not be returning to
Trinity this year. Fred is a huge
asset to the Trinity community,
and he is missed this year. His
absence is felt in Tutorial most
of all. This news was followed
soon after in the e-mail by the
college's news that a replacement "would not be forthcoming."
Now, our remaining professors had to rearrange Tutorial's
structure. We have four seminars instead of five, each with
around 15 people and only three
rotating seminars. In the past,
the seminars, which are based
on discussions between the stu-

dents, had about eight or nine
students. The difference is
noticeable. Now, with the bigger
groups, classes have to be more
structured, with leaders and
written questions and hand raising. And while most of you
might not think much of that, it

support of it. In fact, I know at
least one alumnus of Trinity
College and Tutorial who has
decided he will not donate any
money to Trinity if they cut
Tutorial. This program has been
the highlight of many Trinity
students' time here. The pro-

Now, with the bigger groups, classes
have to be more structured, with leaders
and written questions and hand-raising.
is not the normal atmosphere for
a Tutorial class. To quote a
Tutorial alumna: "Raise my
freaking hand? Are you kidding?"
Last year, the faculty voted
on whether or not to keep funding Tutorial. One of our professors mentioned how many of the
Tutorial alumni showed up in

gram was voted through with
only one vote against it. Why is
a program that has such support
so beleaguered?
Not only has this program
meant an enormous amount to
its members, but it is one of the
few special-curricular programs
see TUTORIAL on page 5
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On Being 'Different Funding, Not Football
on Trinity's Campus

Eliminating Football Not the Answer to Trinity's Woes

continued from page 3
added some diverse faces to its population
lately, so a group of African -American
males walking together can actually be a
group of students.
The most annoying question on this campus was also thrown at me Friday night. Do

an outside window and called Campus
Safety in fear. This became a big joke, seeing
as how I knew all four officers by name and
work in the Campus Safety office in a work
study job.
Insult on top of injury, a drunken Trinity
freshman stumbled in. After assessing the sit-

I'm tired of feeling like a foreigner in my own backyard. Every time someone takes the time to ask me if I
go here, it is plain annoying as well as alienating.
you go here? My first reaction in my head
allows anger to release itself; I imagine my
self screaming at the person for asking such
a dumb question. I'm tired of feeling like a
foreigner in my own backyard. Every time
someone takes the time to ask me if I go here,
it is plain annoying as well as alienating.

uation for one minute he decided to ask us if
we went here. We responded simply by saying no, playing along when he proceeded to
insist that we had to know Paul, another
minority student on campus. If this wasn't
racial profiling, I don't know what is.
I dare the Trinity community to under-

Goming to this school is already a culture shock to
minority students at times, no matter where they are
from.
Do I have to walk around with a t-shirt
with my Trinity ID blown up on it? It would
have come in handy on Friday night, three
other students and I took a break from putting up flyers to watch Kobe and the Lakers
play on the big screen in the High Rise
lounge. Within 10 minutes, Campus Safety
flooded the lounge, four-men strong, like a
sea of dark blue, in search of trespassing
Hartford locals, only to find four members of
the student body. Someone had seen us from

stand that racial profiling is like salt on an
open wound. Coming to this school is
already a culture shock to minority students
at times, no matter where they are from, and
on top of that, finding a new ways to alienate
a human being is downright hurtful. Again,
the only thing I want to see happen is for us
to come together to help create love for all
people in our beloved community, especially
Hartford locals, because we are a part of their
community, so they need to be a part of ours.

Along me vVrong VYalk...
you ve wen,6<U1

Baby Spice.
— .Sebastian Ebarb '06

"A pillow. Tkat was my first costume when I was tliree.
~ Emma Swanson '09
" I was Aladdin in first grade. I
was tb.e Prince Aladdin, tnougn,
not scrubby Aladdin.
— Joe jvenol 08
"Last year I walked around nigk
school in a baby jumpsuit.
-- Gina Policastro '09
"I was a water man one year. The
guy wno brings water to your
ouse.
— Pete Cipriano 06
Compiled and photographed by Adrienne Gaffney

continued from page 4
club, or any number of other available
activities on campus.
Contradictory to commonly held sentiment, playing football does not make us

their college has asked of them and more.
If we are looking for somewhere to
place blame for the shortcomings of
Trinity's status in the NESCAC, the students who have chosen to be members of

Contradictory to commonly held sentiment, playing
football does not make us unqualified students, nor
does it define who we are as individuals.
unqualified students, nor does it define
who we are as individuals. I find it disappointing that a school such as Trinity,
which prides itself on openness and diversity, cannot look beyond the "dumb jock"
stereotype and see the hard-working student-athletes who have done everything

the football program are not the logical
target. While it may be gratifying to place
blame, I believe it is time to move beyond
casting stones and search out the most
efficient means to bringing Trinity to its
rightful place among NESCAC institutions.

Waste Impacts Climate
Trinity Students Can Find Practical Ways to Conserve
continued from page 3
State Universities to use Solar energy on
three of their campuses.
The significance of the global warming
problem led to the governments of more
than 150 countries to ratify the Kyoto
Protocol. These ratifying countries commit
to reducing their carbon dioxide emissions
and five other greenhouse gases: methane,
nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride, HFCs

levels by two percent per year. This is clearly not a change that will be made overnight.
But the serious issue of global warming is
happening in your lifetime, and you can do
something to change it:
1. Tiirn off your computer at night.
(Or for all of you AIM addicts, set your
computer to sleep instead of using screensavers and save 600 lbs. of coal a year.)
2. Conserve water: take shorter show-

The significance of the global warming problem led
to the governments of more than 150 countries to ratify
the Kyoto Protocol.
and PFCs. While most of the world's industrialized nations support the Kyoto Protocol,
the United States is an exception. The
United States releases more greenhouse
gases than any other nation in the world, and
because it contributes so much to the problem of global wanning, some experts suggest that the Kyoto Protocol cannot succeed
without U.S. participation.
In order to make a difference, this year
Trinity College has joined the nationwide
Campus Climate Challenge through
ConnPIRG. The specific goal of the challenge is to have 500 participating campuses
by 2008 working to reduce their campus's
global warming emissions below their 2005

ers and turn off faucets when not in use.
(Group showers, anyone?)
3. Make use of the recycling bins for
paper and bottles in your dorm. (Make
sure this Tripod ends up in the right place.)
4. Shop with a re-usable shopping
bag. (In our case, this might mean re-using
those plastic bags from the Cave.)
5. Unsuscribe from junk-mail lists.
(Yes; boys, Victoria's Secret catalogs count
as junk mail.)
6. Make love, not trash.
, Every minute, the Earth gets a little hotter, the air a little dirtier, and the water a little more acidic. Every little thing counts.
Remember, good planets are hard to find.

Tutorial Needs Revival
Administration's Pressures Hinder Learning Experience
continued from page 4
that is unique to Trinity.
Considering we are competing with a
bevy of other small liberal art schools, a
program like Tutorial College (if it is cultivated and supported by the administration) could be a strong selling point for
Trinity. So why is it that the administration is putting pressure on Tutorial as if

come as many of these as we can.
Already there are discussions about
changing certain aspects that students
have not been happy with.
There is, however, a limited amount
we can do while the Administration sits
over Tutorial shaking its finger at us. I
believe this program has been and can be
one of the most rewarding educational

I believe this program has been and can be one of
the most rewarding educational experiences during a
college career.
they are looking for an excuse to get rid
of it?
I can't say I am not disappointed with
the program. The issues expressed in this
article and Liz Pritzer's have been discussed within the Tutorial community,
but as of now, we have not been able to
reconcile them. Within Tutorial, the students and professors will work to over-

experiences during a college career.
Our administration talks a lot about
increasing intellectual atmosphere, but at
the same time they are so restrictive to
one of the most successful and avidly
intellectual programs they have.
I just hope that this administration
learns to know a good thing while it has
it.
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Scholar Opens Jan Cohn Program Tutorial Faces Issues
With Less Faculty

ADRIENNE GAFFNEY
OPINIONS EDITOR
Trinity played host to
Professor Michael Kammen
through the Jan Cohn Visiting
Scholars
program
last
Wednesday. Kammen is the
Newton C. Farr Professor of
American History and Culture at
Cornell University and is a visiting professor this year at Yale
University.
The Jan Cohn program is
funded by the Cohn family and
arranges the visit of an esteemed

professor in the field of
American Studies each year. Jan
Cohn was the first female Dean
of Trinity as well as a G. Keith
Funston Professor of American
Literature
and
American
Studies. Kammen marked the
first t ^ese visits.
Tht
culmination
of
Kammen i visit was the lecture
he gave. "Visual Shock: Art
Controversies in American
Culture" was held in the Smith
House's Reese Room to a full
audience. The discussion gave a

brief timeline of American art
history focusing on the instances
where the art world and conventional society have clashed. He
described early debates over the
construction of monuments built
to commemorate U.S. presidents, and the question of
whether desecration of the flag
was acceptable in art protesting
the Vietnam War. He mentioned
artists that ran the gamut, from
Frank Lloyd Wright to Andrew
Wyeth, Picasso and Calder. His
choice to focus on art exemplified what a truly interdisciplinary field American Studies is.
Kammen spent the entire day
on campus and was able to see
things from many different
angles. After arriving he attended a lunch with students from
the American Studies department, many of whom were sophomores and had yet to even
declare.
He later visited
Professor Gene Leach's Junior
Seminar for American Studies
majors, where he joined in on a
discussion
of Alexis
de
Tocqueville's Democracy in
tiis lecture, a
and the evening was completed
with a dinner for Kammen, the
professors and students of the
program.

Will Cyphers

Professor Louis Masur poses with lecturer Michael Kammen.

see KAMMEN on page 9

LIZ FRITZER
~~
NEWS WRITER
The Tutorial College Program,
Trinity's "innovative academic
community," is stretched to
accommodate its largest student
participation. With almost 60 students and only four professors this
year, due to the leave of Professor
Fred Pfeil, the program has been
challenged to find ways to accommodate the growth and stretch its
resources, as many other programs
on campus have recently had to do.
Professor of Philosophy Maurice
Wade; Professor of English
Beverly Wall; Professor Bauer,
who teaches anthropology; and
Professor Michael Niemann, who
directs the program and who specializes in international studies
each lead different seminars in various subjects, helping students fulfill their distribution requirements.
In previous years, Tutorial professors did not have to have their
program approved for credit in the
core courses; however this
changed when the Tutorial College

would not be a science professor,
many are now satisfied since
Niemann worked closely with
Pfeil to organize a science-oriented
curriculum, which draws comparisons to urban and rural settings.
With the urban setting being the
city of Hartford and the rural setting being Church Farms, three
labs have been organized, including analyzing bird presence and
migration, testing water, and
studying soil and sediment.
Several professors from the science department have agreed to
conduct lectures pertinent to these
topics to promote further understanding of these issues. Professor
of Physics Christoph Geiss, one of
the guest lecturers on the geoscience aspect of the labs, says that
"science classes not taught by science professors are problematic."
However participants of the
program generally seem to be satisfied with the way Niemann is
currently handling the subject, and
Wall seems to be optimistic about
enlisting a science professor for

for students to receive credit,
Niemann took on the responsibility of organizing science labs and
readings. Though some Tutorial
students were initially unhappy
upon hearing in January that there

majors and all of the students have
enough of a base to hold an egalitarian discussion to learn from
each other."
see TUTORIAL on page 8

SGA Minutes - Oct. 31 Students Raise Kosher Food Issue
[. Approval ot' Last Week"s
Minute.-j . Minutes appioved
II ApproVJI of the Agenda
a Agenda approved
b. Motion 10 move Old
Business bctoie old business
c. Motion, to move the
Financial Affair* committee to
the agenda
d Agenda appioved
III. Committee Reports
a. Shon's Report
1. T-shnts are
goinjr to he baseball t-shirts
it.
Website
photos will be taken next week
i
1 i
RmuicinuU event at Vermm
SI reel w t h wine, so:irkling eidci
loi those who aiai't drinking
h. Andu'V-- Kcpou
c<ii"p;iiun MiiMi'i'v i'ncl the

n that WJ-, put together
NESCU." lihiarv
1. Fum's Report
1. Jin* ititein
ship -siiutiuwith Dew Alinnl
oiiihusiii<'ti^ aboui ih
••Uiiicni liiniin-,. Possible foiimi
on Mii'ndiiiwjl rivjri (hi: Ciaxa
stup. Intelligent Jc<i;jii vs.
Molution
(uJiriai nominee*

(inviting PiL'fcs'.ois whose
apply ro tlu: forum topic-,)
ni. Professoi
awards could be incorpouited
into the Summit dinnci
d. Hiendan's Report
1.
Garbage/
recycliug initiative. Andrew will
be putting together a comprehensive map of where garbage cans
aie located on campus
it. The shunts
on the lire alarms will be discussed with Ms. Kau.
IV. New Business.
a. Housing jnd Safety
Survey
h. Financial Affairs
Commiiie.0
1. Motion lo
nominate Chus Oiucolonu 10 the
position
u. Motion to
be .ipy-ioved b> cici'liniiiumr.
inoti.M1. approved.
til.
Chits
appointed to I-inanjUil jiJiiiirs
V. Old U n s h i p
:i Di.scu!<sion of ilu;l
President'!, letter
\i l.ihiaiv

VI. Annyun
a \i\ laws must be ois-i
iiiisi d, in conmiitLec thi>. week i

CARRIE CARPENTER
NEWS WRITER

Currently, students are working alongside Chartwells to
bring kosher dining to Mather
Hall. Jordan Fisher '08 is largely
responsible for brining the issue
to the attention of Ed,
Taraskewich,
Director
of
Campus Dining. The project is in
its infancy at this point: "We
have a strategic plan of the concept we want to implement,"

one to enjoy it."
The laws of kosher are very
strict and those who wish to eat
in this manner take those laws
very seriously. The strictness of
the laws also makes kosher food
incredibly pricey. Observance is
not cheap, in sacrifice or in cash.
The cost of kosher foods would
have to find its answer not in the
school's budget, but in the meal
plan pricing.
Fisher
believes,
and

"We have a diverse community and we
try to serve ethnic palates."
- E d Taraskewich
said Taraskewich. "We are aware
of the need for kosher food
among the students. We have a
diverse community and we try to
serve ethnic palates by providing
ethnic foods."
"It is hard to make everyone
happy," said Taraskawich. "But
we're going to try. The concept
we have in mind is not just a
purely religious one; by having a
kosher section, we hope to
accommodate the tastes of
everyone. It will
be a
Mediterranean/middle-eastern
style of food that is prepared in a
kosher manner. We want every-

Taraskewich agrees, that having
kosher options in Mather will
not only benefit Jewish and
Muslim students on campus who
want to eat as their religions and
traditions require, but Trinity as
a whole. Their aim is not just to
satisfy the students on campus,
who form a small number percentage of the population, but
attracting prospective students
and parents who wish for their
children to eat kosher while at
college.
"We want to raise the level of
inclusiveness to help Trinity
raise itself higher above other

schools [without this option]. It
will attract more diverse students from all over because we
can not only allow them to practice their religious and traditional dietary habits, but we can provide the food for them," said
Fisher.
Some non-religious and nonkosher students are skeptical
about the project, however. "It's
good to be sensitive to the cultural needs of others, but you
can't accommodate everyone,"
said Tim Scarella '08.
"I just think that there should
be kosher options other than
soup or salad," said a freshman.
"But a whole kosher section isn't
needed."
For those unaware of what
exactly defines a kosher food,
the process of making and
preparing kosher food is much
more complicated than one
might think. First, kosher is not a
style, but rather an entire process
of food preparation. In Hebrew,
kosher means "fit" or "proper."
Certain animals, such as pigs
and shellfish, are not to be eaten.
Those that are consumed are to
be slaughtered humanely, and
the blood is to be completely
drained from the animal. Meat
see NO on page 9
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Students Raise Awareness
for Alternate Energy Sources
continued from page 1
energy
system,"
said
Bhavnani.
MacDonald noted that while the campaign
to protect the environment is an international cause, change can begin on a smaller
level right here at Trinity. "It is very important that we recognize the change we can
do on campus. A small environment like
this is a great place to start." She listed a
few ways students can help reduce energy
use in their daily lives: turning off lights
and computers when they're not in use, taking shorter showers, not letting the faucet
run when brushing your teeth, and recycling.
For environmental science major Nina
Griffin '08, the Climate Challenge has
allowed her an opportunity to apply the
concepts she learned in her Introduction to
Environmental Science course last year.
"Environmental science classes made me
realize the magnitude of energy resources
that are wasted," she said. "When I heard
ConnPIRG was doing this I figured it was a
good way to do something about the issues
I learned about in class."
MacDonald, a psychology major who
describes herself as someone who "just
really likes recycling," decided to get
involved with the Challenge as a way to
come to terms with her biggest pet peeve.
"It makes me so mad and upset [when people don't recycle] and I've always wanted
to do something about it. This gives me that
opportunity."
Scientists believe that human induced
emissions, particularly carbon dioxide from
the burning of fossil fuels, warm up the climaie at an alarming rate. This is what many
refer to as global warming,1 which is
responsible for rising sea levels, melting
glaciers, and extreme weather patterns.
ConnPIRG believes that by embracing
alternative energy sources, air pollution
would decrease and global warming would
slow.
"There are other sources that save
money and are just as effective as other
forms of energy but also protect the environment by reducing greenhouse gas emissions," said Griffin. With fuel shortages
and the price of gasoline rising, Bhavnani
pointed out the advantages of cleaner energy sources. Hybrid cars, for example, are
typically able to get 60 miles to the gallon,
while the average car only gets about 22.
Although hybrid cars are relatively expensive, the consumer would save money over
the long-run because he or she wouldn't
have to pay for as much gas. Similarly,
people who invest in solar panels for their
buildings or homes pay a little more up-

Campu S
Safety
Report
The following incidents
occurred between Oct. 24 and
Oct. 30:
October 26
11:43 P.M. Campus Safety
received a call at 11:43 p.m. on
Oct. 26 from a student claiming
a group had attempted to rob

front than they would for a conventional
energy source, but over the years they
would end up saving more because they
would be producing their own energy and
therefore be off the electricity grid.
Other schools have already implemented ways to improve energy usage on their
campuses. Tufts University, for example,
received the 2005 United
States
Environmental Protection Agency's prestigious Climate Protection Award for its success in introducing numerous initiatives,
including a solar residence hall, to reduce
campus emissions of climate altering gases.
At Trinity, a ConnPIRG intern is currently
conducting a greenhouse gas audit that
should give the community a better idea of
what problems need to be addressed.
In the future, Challenge participants
hope to host a solar barbeque and a light
bulb exchange event where students can
trade in their current bulbs for incandescent
ones, which are just as bright but require
less energy to operate. "There are so many
simple ways this campus could become
greener," Bhavnani said. "A greener campus would only make Trinity a better and
more attractive school."
Student reaction so far has been positive. Claire Haley '08, who admits to taking
long showers even though she thinks the
environment
is "neat-o,"
supports
ConnPIRG's efforts because "everybody
needs to get their act together because to
save the environment is to save the world.
And if the environment dies, we all die."
Summer Cannon '08 also supports the
Challenge. "If people are made aware of
these major issues, I would hope that they
would do something because it's our basic
human responsibility to be environmentally
conscious."
Members of the Challenge realize that
this is a long-term effort and that it will
take years to judge its success. Meanwhile,
by 2008, the Campus Climate Challenge
aims to have 500 campuses nationwide
working to reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions below their 2005 levels by 2 percent per year. By 2050, they hope to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 90 percent on
college campuses.
Griffin, who would like to see more
student interest in the Challenge, says that
"it's uplifting and motivational when you
see others care about the same things as
you." As to how she plans on contributing
to the environment in the future, she is
"definitely going to buy a hybrid car.
They're pretty sweet."
ConnPIRG meets Monday nights at
nine 'o'clock in the FACES lounge.

him on the lower long
walk. Four individuals
reportedly exited the
bushes and approached
the
student.
One
punched him in the
face and attempted to
rob him. The student
was able to push the
individual off and get
away. Following a
description of the suspects
given to Campus Safety, officers spotted the individuals on
the football field and followed
them to Allen Place. They were
placed in Hartford Police custody and all four were charged
with 1st degree criminal trespassing. One suspect was also
charged with assault and rob-

Staff Memo Outlines New Hours
and Policies for Library
In a draft to upper administration last week, Raether Library
and Information Technology Center directors have developed a
policy to expand building hours as soon as possible.
The memo calls for the 24-hour zone to be extended through
Friday and Saturday, opening at 10 a.m. on the weekend, and
the continuation of card access after 5 p.m. Youngsters under 16
not accompanied by a parent or guardian would not be permitted to enter the building.
During reading days and final exams this semester, access
will be limited to students, faculty and staff after 5 p.m. to
ensure full availability of resources. "As an experiment" .the
building will remain open 24 hours during this period and
"make available the Grand Reading Room and the 1823 Room
for student study."
The memo also mentions reallocation of the Library's internal budget for these changes.

Chapel's Service of Remembrance
Planned for Tomorrow
The Chapel will continue its tradition of praying for all those
who have passed away in Trinity's extended family tomorrow
during All Soul's Day at 11:30 a.m. in the Chapel. Those who
would like to remember someone special this year should send
their name(s) to donna.swols@trincoll.edu no later than today.
Persons of all religious traditions are welcome and encouraged to respond. The
§k^

Themed Quad to Raffle Off
Crafted Wine Rack for Charity
Members of the Engineering for the Masses themed quad
will table outside of Mather over the next couple of weeks to
display an original, hand forged steel wine rack built this past
weekend during an interactive" event with a veteran fabricator.
Tickets will be sold for $2 and the raffle event will take place
the week before Thanksgiving break.
All proceeds from the fund raiser will go toward the annual
student-run Thanksgiving Food Basket Drive, which provides a
Thanksgiving dinner with turkey and all the trimmings to
Hartford families.
,
.
. . .
Contact coordinator Kashif Mohiuddin at extension 4939 for
more information.
.

bery. Campus Safety and
Hartford Police continue to
investigate the incident and the
other three suspects will also
be charged with robbery.
Campus Safety is also investigating if these suspects are
responsible for last week's robbery in front of the Bistro.
October 29
1:30 P.M. An individual or
individuals entered the Office
of the Dean of Students and
ransacked all three offices of
the deans. Three computer towers containing information
regarding incidents on campus
were stolen. Hartford Police
are actively investigating the

incident and believe the burglars gained entrance using a
ladder and breaking a roof window. Detectives identified fingerprints and footprints at the
scene and are following several
leads.

marijuana and all drugs and
smoking devices were confiscated.
A report was sent to the
Dean of Students.

9:40 P.M. An officer on
patrol at the North Campus
parking lot observed smoke
coming from a second floor
window of North Campus dormitory. Upon taking a closer
look, the officer saw students
leaning out the window and
smoking what appeared to be
cigarettes. The officer visited
the room in question and noted
a heavy odor of marijuana. The
students admitted to smoking

1:00 AM.
An officer
observed students drinking in
the 3rd floor hallway of
Funston dormitory. The students fled into a dorm room.
Once the officer entered the
room he spotted empty beer
cans and a beer pong table as
well as several visiting nonstudents. All alcohol was confiscated and the Dean of
Students is investigating the
incident.

October 30
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Heavy Rain Reveals Jarvis' Age Tutorial Discussions
Pale in Expectation
continued from page 1

rooms came as response to B &
G's receiving a considerable
number of reports of leaks and
structural damage from students
in the dorm.
Only after the survey had
been completed was ORL able to
determine those in greatest need
of relocation. Once it was determined which students needed to
be relocated, the Office of
Residential Life was faced with
the difficult task of finding space
on campus. The campus housing
crunch is so tight that ORL needed to convert an Elton lounge

into a dorm room in order to
accommodate the affected students.
In addition to determining
whether a move is most appropriate for a situation and also finding a space suitable for students
to live, Howard explained other
impediments in the relocation
process.
"Relocating people can be a
difficult process. It's difficult for
students to pick up and move,
especially given the fact that it
was raining and students were
asked to move across campus,"
says Howard. "I do everything I

Chelsea Naftelberg
, Window settings are affected the moat by water damage.», - >.

rs
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can not to relocate students
because space is so limited. At
the same time, while we were
able to find space for the students
in Elton, that also means that the
rest of the first-year students in
that building don't have a lounge;
to take rooms off-line is really a
last resort."
Howard gave several reasons
for the delay in relocating the students, citing both the limited
space for campus housing and the
preparations that needed to be
made in the students' new rooms.
"The Elton lounge does not
normally house students, so there
were a number of things we
needed to do to get it ready for
the students to live in, such as
moving furniture and re-setting
the codes on the door."
Nelson's experience was akin
to the inhabitants of a couple of
other rooms, and all those students have been relocated for the
remainder of the semester. Minor
water damage was found in four
other rooms and Buildings and
Grounds is attempting to repair
the problems without moving the
residents.
Katz has said other maintenance work continues on residence bathrooms to replace tiles,
remove mold and check exhaust
fans. "It has been confirmed that
there are no general health risks
associated with mold in the rest
of the Jarvis dorm rooms," she

continued from page 6
Another problem that professors in Tutorial seem to be worried
with is the program's budget.
They have fewer funds for activities outside the classroom, and
though this does not directly affect
classes, it does hinder additional
learning. As Niemann put it, "the
program is functioning but [we]
would like to make it more exciting." With an increase in the student population, there are not
enough resources for things like
buses to required off-site lectures
or other events.
Beyond the concerns about the
budget and properly fulfilling all
die distribution requirements, is
the issue of reading assignments.
Sophomores in Tutorial tend to
agree that the assigned material is
worthy of discussion and is interesting to read, however because
there is so much content and little
time for in-depth discussions,
many of the classes tend to be
superficial. Sophomores Kimberly
Shannon and Brittany English
agree that the classes "began as a
logical progression" from book to
book, but now there is not as much
of a textual flow. When
approached about this issue, Wall
explained that the spirit of Tutorial
is to initiate conversation on the
texts, so the classes depend on
..everyone's <;on,trib\itions« .Sl*e

o
T3
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Several students are dropping
out of Tutorial College, but seem
to be doing so for personal reasons
and due to their individual experiences rather than because of a systematic problem. Ben Miller, for
instance, explains that "the issue
becomes not about reforming
Tutorial, but about better educating
applicants on what they are getting
themselves into." Thus, "the program itself seems faulty only within,suljjeeJi>resttif3^ntsf criteria"

* No wed to Cut Coupons-Just tell Vsl Call for spedd Party Prices On Pizzas. Grinders and
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offered alternative times other than
class when books are discussed in
greater detail, including during the
weekly Wednesday night dinners
or the regular meetings with professors.
In regards to these dinners, the
majority of Tutorialites concur that
this time is not only fun, but is also
beneficial in terms of building a
closer community. Opinions vary
as some students feel that there are
cliques within the group and that
relations still seemed to be
strained, while other students feel
the group is coming together well.
Niemann holds an intermediate
perspective, saying that some people may not know each other as a
result of an increase in Tutorial students causing the cycle of rotating
seminars where students have different people in their class to take
longer. "Individuals need to take
initiative," Niemann encouraged.

"^
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No Simple Remedy Kammen Boosts AMST Program
for Kosher Options
continued from page 6
and dairy are not to be stored,
served, or eaten together. Kosher
vegetables are grown and harvested on kosher farms, where
pesticides are not used and
where the strict agricultural laws
of the Torah are observed.
This project is not only taking place in Mather, but in
forums run by Fisher and his
organization to help promote
awareness about the issue, and
gain support for the implementation of this concept. A series of
forums called Eat, Drink and Be

Festive, will address the role of
food and drink in religion at
Trinity. The first of these is
being held Thursday, Nov 3,
6:30 in the Washington Room.
"The goal of these forums is
to determine how best to meet
the spiritual and religious needs
of students through attention to
matters of food and drink," said
Fisher. "Not only are the issues
of food and drink central to the
life of a college community, they
are a vital part of the religious
expression of so many traditions,
worldwide."

MESCAC
Amlicrst! Amherst College ivill provide the land, as well as
volunteer labor, for the construction of four new affordable
housing units. la a. plan developed by the local chapter of
Habitat for Humanity, the college has donated three acres
of college land oflF South East Street in Amherst.
Hamilton: Tom Brokaw, the former longtime anchor and
managing editor of NBC Nightly News, will be the next
speaker in the Sacerdote Great Names Series at Hamilton
in April. Previous Great Names at Hamilton speakers
include Bill Clinton, Bill Cosby, Rudy Giuliani, Madeleine
Albright, Jimmy Carter, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Lady
Margaret Thatcher, Colin Powell and Elie Wiesel.

. - . ; . j - " f « ">•'.}<}-'<-- .•-;•

continued from page 6
Kammen explained how his
interest in art began as a young
boy in Washington D.C., when
he would visit museums after
school. He has pursed the study
of art history but has no formal
training. As his career has progressed, his fields of interest

American Studies department
and was personally thrilled to
have Kammen visit. "We were
extremely fortunate to have
Michael Kammen on campus as
the inaugural Jan Cohn Visiting
Scholar in American Studies,"
said Masur, "Professor Kammen
is one of the most distinguished

late Jan Colin.
Students also had much to
say about Kammen's presentation. As an American Studies
major, Chase Anderson '07 was
able to spend much of the day
with him. "My 'American studies' thus far have not focused
much on art, so a lot of the material was new to me," Anderson
commented. "Controversies surrounding older national landmarks were surprising — I
wouldn't have thought of the
Lincoln or Jefferson monuments, for example, as particularly divisive issues."
Alex Baum '07 saw areas in
which the lecture was lacking.
"I think that his lecture was too
long and lacked true analysis of
the material ... the man is brilliant though."

"Kainmen is one of the most distinguished cultural historians in the country."
- Professor Louis Masur
have shifted. He has devoted
himself to political history, legal
history, social history and now
cultural history in his study of
America.
The guest had much to say
about his visit to Trinity, and the
way he saw the school compared
to others where he had taught.
"This is a very beautiful campus.
I didn't expect so much open
space in the middle of a city. It is
very pastoral and very lovely,"
Kammen noted, "I was also
impressed by students at the
American Studies lunch. I was
struck by their poise and comfort level. They were polite but
not deferential. In the Junior
Seminar students were very well
prepared and had interesting
things to say. I am also very
pleased by the turnout for my
speech."
Professor Louis Masur is in
his first year as the head of the

cultural historians in the country."
The AMST program looks
forward to bringing another outstanding scholar and writer to
campus next year for a day of
interaction with students and
faculty, and as a tribute to the

J
Will Cyphers

Students and faculty flocked to the lecture in the Reese Room.
•l'-i'3.'
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between the hours of 11 p.m. and 4 a.m.?
Why do we think people care?
For the harried Trinity student wrio
Maybe we just like having the attention
doesn't have time to sift through the - maybe our livejournals haven't been getTripod's amateur, shamelessly self-referen- ting enough hits, so we copy and paste the
tial logorrhea, each article should come juicier sections so we can inflict them on
with an epigraph to sum up the main idea
the greater Tripod readership. Maybe we're
of the piece. And to show off how pop cultrying to land a job with Glamour after we
ture-savvy we are, it should come in the graduate, and we figure the quickest way to
form of popular New York Times Bestdo that is to print fullblown analyses about
Sellers. Every single Opinions piece would
our weekly estrogen crisis. Or, maybe, in
be epigraphed: What's the Matter with
some crazy, roundabout, poorly punctuated
Kansas! Notes From Abroad; French
way, we're trying to make some sense out
Women Don't Get Fat. Post-Weekend
of this messy college culture; we're trying
Rants: He's Just Not that Into You. to demystify the human urges that lie
(Incidentally, this title appears weekly, behind our decisions to spend four mudthree times per issue, with its various chapcaked hours in the basement of a frat or go
ter headings: "He's Just Not That Into You
home with a guy who doesn't know the difif He's Not Having Sex With You." "He's
ference between George Eliot and George
Just Not That Into You if He's Having Sex
Bush, but damn, who has nice pectorals.
With Someone Else." And, the most popuTrying to extract some kernel of truth
lar: "He's Just Not That Into You if He
from our social Disneyland may seem like
Doesn't Want to Marry You.")
trying to derive universal meaning from an
SNL sketch: there just isn't much to work
As an optimist, however, I
with. But is it possible that, with our pseuhave to believe that there is somedo-philosophical ramblings on Trinity life,
thing behind this urge to expliwe're unconsciously trying to find the colcate, in painstaking depth, every
lective voice of our campus? A voice that
piddling detail of our piddling
sounds, sadly, a whole lot more like
personal lives. What is the root
Carrie Bradshaw than Ernest
of this apparent egocentricism
Hemingway? If Hemingway and propensity for "TMI" (too
much information)? What is
who captured the voice of
this need to crank out magnifithe
post-WWI
"Lost
cently unfunny chronologies
Generation" - were to write
about every personal failure and
today, it would look somemundane insight that occurred to you thing like this:
OPINIONS EDITOR

Tew
Pest Halloween
Costumes
10. The men of The Life Aquatic The red hats
were pretty sweet.
9. Holy Sh+t. The fact that there was more than
one made it that much more hilarious.
n

8. A trashbag. Not the most creative, but clean
up is relatively easy. .
7. Slutty Heidi. Somehow, it's so wrong it's right.
6. Asian Tourist. Fanny packs are even hotter
than Fendi Spy bags.
5. Duff man. Because fake beer is clearly better
than the real thing.
4. Giant Penis. A ubiquitous, yet ever fabulous
choice.
3. God's Gift to Women. If only everyone was
this sweet.
2. A Flasher. Complete with built-in appendage.
1. iPod. But not just any iPod, the new fancy
photo one.

We were outside of Psi U. The music
was loud. It was raining. My Manolos were
caught in the mud. There was spilled Coors
on my Diesels. We danced. The music was

dangerous game to guess at how ironic (or
not) the kids are being these days: Are they
drinking Pabst Blue Ribbon to be funny?
Do they actually just like it? Are they not

... we pair perfect foundation and eyeliner with yesterdays sweatpants as if to say we don't have to try, that
we simply rolled out of bed this disheveled and dewy.
loud and we were outside of Psi U.
Underlying our emo rants is the question: just what the hell are we doing here?
We talk about student integrity over $4
lattes at the Underground while Wilco
broods in the background that "hell is
chrome." We spend $150 on jeans that
look like they've survived war and death.
We write odes to our iPods and cell phones
and online auction sites. We wear our
morning-after mascara like war paint, and
we pair perfect foundation and eyeliner
with yesterday's sweatpants as if to say we
don't have to try, that we simply rolled out
of bed this disheveled and dewy.

even sure anymore?"
What is it we're looking for when we
stagger to the Tap, half-hopeful, halfdazed? Is it possible that when we're text
and instant messaging one another, we're
trying to find low-risk, high-efficiency
ways to connect - ways that will allow us
to hit "delete" if we're sounding too lame,
too much like ourselves? Are we secretly
hoping that Saturday night's hookup is
going to suddenly cut the crap and give us
something like authenticity? That somewhere in the three-ring-circus of frat life,
we'll stumble upon something like intimacy?

Deep down, we're all just tying to keep
it real - or at least, keep up the appearance
that we're keeping it real. Slate's Stephen
Miller said it best when he surveyed
today's young drinking crowd: "High
Life's brand manager, Tom McLoughlin,
claims that the 'millennial generation' ...
tends to value low-irony pitches. He says
the brands that appeal to them most emphasize 'honesty, practicality, authenticity, and
you-get-what-you-pay-for.' It's always a

Maybe our VbgHe-obsessed, Carrie
Bradshaw-wannabe writing contingent is
getting at something, maybe it's not.
Maybe our Saturday nights are nothing
more than strings of meaningless pursuits
of, well, ass. Till we have a better idea of
just what the hell is going on here, we'll
spend our weekends getting out the chan; delier earrings, getting blitzed, and reflecting on it through some strategically placed
Emerson quotes in our Facebook profiles.

Kiss
Quicfe to
JULIET IZON

Collects

Anyone who has a problem with this rule
can go see Dean Card, who may have some
It has come to my attention as of late
enlightening advice for you. In the form of
that etiquette seems to be a forgotten art. a suspension.
I'm not holding on to elaborate fantasies of
Secondly, treat others the way you want
boys carrying my books home (though that
to be treated. If you find yourself spilling
would be marvelous) or proper usage of the
beer on a poor unfortunate soul behind you,
salad fork at Mather, but rather common
turn around and apologize. Gentleman, this
courtesies that make everyone's life easier. is not an invitation to grope; trying to wipe
For example, if you happen to say, defecate
the beer off a girl's chest with your bare
in the hallway of Jackson after
hands is poor form and rather
a particularly
rousing
lame.
evening of Late Night, is it
Finally - and this is
really too much effort to
a biggie - if you like
clean it up? Or - though
techno music, understand
this may be asking too
that you are most likely
much - to actually do your
the only one in your dorm
business in the bathroom?
who feels that way.
Call me crazy, but I
Therefore, at 10 a,m. on
believe the hot stink of
Sunday morning, realize
feces is surprisingly not the
that your downstairs
most pleasant in the olfactory
neighbors would rather
department.
sleep than listen to Paul
Oakenfold's live concert in
You, being the intrepid
Copenhagen. You can play
Trinity student that you are, may
with your pacifiers and your light
ask: if I'm not even allowed to express
sticks elsewhere.
my ... individuality in the hallways, what
Let's continue to place-specific rules of
other rules of etiquette have I thus far been
courtesy. First up, the library. Generally
neglecting? Well, intrepid student, clearly
many if you actually have to ask that ques- known as a place to study, the Raether
Center for Learning and Adderall is also
tion. But let's begin with a few simple
prime stomping grounds for lascivious stuground rules: firstly, anything that exits
your body, be it puke, pee, or anything dents working on "group projects." Let's
grosser should, whenever possible, be just say that the stacks might be messy for
placed in a receptacle specifically for that
purpose. See, this isn't so hard, is it?
see WHAT on page 14
FEATURES EDITOR
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Around Trinity
Cross-dressing for a Cause

On Thursday, AT noticed a large number of students walking around campus in apparently gender-bending garb. AT at first thought that
maybe Halloween had come a bit early, but
upon closer inquiry, learned that the students
had decided to challenge social norms on campus. AT would like to congratulate said students
for taking a stand, and for being the first group
of people in AT history to make it into AT's column fordoing something intelligent and very
cool.
A Hairstyle for the Ages
A surprising trend has been spotted on campus
by AT. Whether it be leftover from the '805
party or a new addition for Halloween, it seems
that an inordinate number of gentleman have
decided to sport a mohawk. AT doesn't mean the
dariing, metro-like fauxhawk, however. AT is
talking about the full out, l-love-SocialDistortion-more-than-life, variety that hasn't
been cool since, well, the 80s. However, it makes
for interesting Wrong Walks sightings, so AT
can't complain too much.
Say Cheese!

n the Summit dorm this weekend, ft appears
that students have been stocking on up their calBaby be!
areas of the stairwells. It may make for a nice
artistic statement, but it also smells and probably isn't very good for your digestive tract.
Gross.
The Miracle Mile
Taking a cue from the streaking team up at
Hamilton. AT has learned that some freshmen
have come up with an ingenious way to punish
losing beer pong teams. Instead of simply drinking the excess beer, the losers are forced to run
naked laps around the dorm. AT loves this not
only because it's hilarious, but makes for good
column material. Keep it up!
The Best AT That's Not Fit to Print
Without being too vulgar, AT would like to
relate an incident that would make Ron Jeremy
proud. On a certain Allen PI. balcony, a couple
engaged in a type of work - shall we say? ~ forgot all about performance anxiety and gave
everyone a show. To clarify: "everyone" includes
the two houses on either side of said porch, as
well as a freshman dormitory. In a grand finale
that will go down in AT history, everything got a
little bit messy. And that, unfortunately, is all
that's fit to print, Find AT for more details, as AT
delights in telling this story in its purest form.
Ah, Pledges
It is widely known that one of the advantages of
being a sister/brother is that one as the ability to
make the pledges do basically anything. One sister, God bless her ingenuity, made her little sister dress up as S&M. How was this achieved, you
may ask? By affixing a large, cardboard television with pornographic images on the screen, of
course. It may have made dancing a problem,
but AT is sure that she was the best dressed
pledge of them all.

)r
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Community Runs for Service
Habitrot Turnout Much Improved; Organizers Pleased Overall
continued from page 1
members' efforts clearly did not
go unrewarded as, in addition to
the women's crew team, the
Habitrot included the men's
lacrosse team, members from
both Pi Kappa Alpha and Zeta
Omega Eta, the Trinity College
Black Women's Organization as
well as a number of non-affiliated
students who all came to show
their support. Financially, this
support was not limited to the $15
entrance fee students had to pay
to run. "A lot of the donations
exceeded the amount of money
that was asked for. A lot of students gave anywhere from five
extra dollars to double the amount
to participate."
According to a recent study,
38 percent of renting households
in Connecticut pay over 30 percent of income on housing, which
leaves less money available for
food, utilities, clothing, and saving for education or home ownership. Thus, the proceeds from
events sponsored by Habitat for
Humanity, like the Habitrot, serve
a unique purpose in that. Unlike
that of other student organizations
on campus, Habitat for Humanity
does not demand these funds for

Emma Bayer

Margo Koch '06, the President of Habitat at Trinity, awards a
prize to Abbie Garrity '07.
sponsoring building projects in
Hartford or financing students to
build on a site somewhere else in
the U.S. over their spring break.

"A lot of students gave anywhere from
five extra dollars to double the amount to:„.
-paracipate'.
-EnSfiaBlyer 07
personal gain. "Habitat doesn't
just build and give away houses.
The people who will be living in
the houses put in a certain amount
of volunteer time, helping on
their own or nearby build sites "
Bayer explained. "Because the
houses are built almost entirely
with volunteer labor (although
with trained supervision) and sold
at no profit, with no interest on
the mortgage, a habitat house is
actually affordable, even for those
with low income."
Joe Barber, director of
Community Service and Civic
engagement, commented "All of
the money we raise goes to either

. IA>

The ultimate goal of HFH's
fundraising is to have the means
to sponsor the construction of our
own house. But that costs around
$75,000." Barber explained that
the access to funds is not the only
obstacle HFH faces in its services
to the community, "Hartford is a
relatively small city and every
corporation, non-profit organization, etc. wants to work for
Habitat. So [Trinity's Chapter]
has a hard time being able to
secure sites we can help out on."
There was little evidence of
the trials this organization, however, at the track on Saturday.
Around 12:15, the last runner had

been registered and the race
began with Trinity's beloved
Bantam leading the way.
Students, in the spirit of the
weekend, showed up in costume
ready to run. The Trinity bookstore supplied the prizes for the
4«5)Sfc /OTttfits..that weat to Sarah
Carter and Jenn O'Donnell who
dressed up in inflatable jumpsuits. The winner of the Third
Annual Habitrot received a $25
gift certificate to spend in the
bookstore.
This year, Colin Groark '07, a
former member of Trinity HFH,
was the first person to finish the
race with a time of approximately 18 minutes. "I've been
involved with Habitat for
Humanity since I was in high
school, and I used to ran a lot.
[This event] gets a lot of people
to do it who aren't a part of
Habitat though, which is a good
thing" Groark commented "I
came in second last year so I
guess I had a come-from-behind

The first female to
cross the finish
line was Abbie
Garrity with a
time just over 20
minutes.
Overall,
Trinity's
third
annual Habitrot
was an overwhelming success
in terms of both
the Trinity community
and
Hartford's. "All of
our fundraising
programs
have
turned out really
well this year,"
Bayer commented. "We've raised
a lot of money for
the Trinity chapter
of Habitat, and I
hope we can keep
it up for the rest of
Emma Bayer
the year and in
future years."
Sarah Carter '06 and Jenn O'Donneil '06 won prizes for their costumes.
victory.
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Around this time of year, I always feel
myself burning out. It's been a long, hard
stretch of school work and socializing, and I
am more than ready for Thanksgiving break.
Unfortunately for me, it's only the end of
October. Normally, I try and tough it out,
but this year, after suffering through two
weeks of whatever the latest plague is that
has been going around the student body, I
gave up. I decided to forgo the on-campus
Halloween festivities and head home for a
nice, quiet weekend on the little island that I
call home.
The residents of my island are largely
wealthy retirees (i.e., AARP country). The
island has a small yacht club that hosts lots
of different social events. This year, my parents told me, the club was going to have a
Halloween party. "Party?" I gasped, visions
of a Trinity-style Halloween blending
unpleasantly with a gathering of seniors
(think 60+ in lingerie. Exactly.). "Yup," my
mother replied. "It's a potluck." I immediately calmed down. After all, a potluck is a
staple of American society, recalling images
of bucolic 1950s suburbia. Potlucks, I
decided, were completely safe, and therefore completely conducive to my relaxing
weekend.
I was partially right. It's 6:30 on
Saturday night. At Trinity, I'd betaking my
nap; that oh-so-important pre-getting ready,
pre- pre-gaming nap that enables me to stay
up until 4 a.m. Here at the seashore, I'm all
decked out as Scarlett O'Hara, and I must
say, I make a fabulous Scarlett (though I
don't think that she drank Jack Daniels).
My parents had decided to dress as the
Phantom of the Opera (dad) and a mouse

FEATURES

(mom). Armed with a great Jack-o-Lantem,
my JD, a bottle of wine and a chicken casserole (our contribution to the potluck), we
arrived at the yacht club. Masks on, tails
securely pinned and dress exactly where it
should be, we went inside.
Aside from the fact that I was the
youngest person by 30 years and that the
only people I knew were my parents, I was
looking forward to the evening. There wasn't anyone that I was trying to impress and I
sure as hell didn't have to worry about getting beer poured all over me. My hoop skirt
made moving around a little difficult as I
essentially was standing in the middle of a
big red hula-hoop, so I picked up some food
and found myself a nice, safe corner and
prepared to settle down for the evening.
I was enjoying a lovely bite of deviled
egg when someone decided to join me.
Now, I worked at a deli over the summer,
and I know this person. She, fortunately, did
not know me. However, she was about to; I
cursed myself for not dressing up like
Jessica Simpson as I had originally planned.
Sure, no one would have known who I was,
but I would have at least been mobile and
could have made a run for, say, the nearest
boat. As escape wasn't an option, I decided
to smile a lot, eat less, and drink faster. But
I promptly forgot about that plan as soon as
this woman opened her mouth. Being a senior in college, I was subject to The Career
Inquisition. I responded that I wanted to do
some sort of international NGO work.
"What?" the woman responded. "Your
father is spending $40 thousand a year and
you mean to tell me that that's all you're
going to do with your life?"
The conversation then turned towards
traveling; something that generally makes
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me happy. Except for now. Because we
started talking about South Africa, and my
un-wanted guest proceeds to tell me that
South Africa is, in fact, extremely dangerous
and that no one should ever go there.
Granted, she has first-hand knowledge from
her trip there ... in 1979. I politely point out
that a few small things have changed since
then. Apartheid, for example. Now, her first
comment about my desired career should
have been an indicator, somewhere at the
level of red sirens wailing and oxygen
masks falling from the ceiling. I can be fairly dense about these things, however, and
promptly turned the same shade as my dress
when she told me that "ending apartheid
was bad." My mother, bless her heart (and
mouse ears), saw my alarming color change
and whisked me off to try some new additions to the buffet.
Placated by food, the evening continued
fairly tamely. I was in the middle of another conversation about careers (a good one,
this time) when the doors to the club
slammed open and a woman galloped in
astride a broomstick, wearing a costume that
was a combination of a Raggedy-Ann doll
and a witch. She galloped around for
awhile, narrowly missing Superman, the
bar, and Ozzy Osbourne, dropped her broom
and started to kiss everyone, proving that
pre-gaming isn't just a college thing. Or an
under-60 thing. One of my neighbors,
Betsey, pulled on the mask she had been
wearing earlier in the evening (see photograph) and went in for a kiss. The
witch/raggedy didn't like this too much, as
she couldn't figure out just who it was
behind that mask. Naturally, the best way to
figure out this sort of thing is to grab someone by the crotch, which is exactly what the

witch/raggedy did. "YOU DON'T
HAVE BALLS!!!" she shrieked. As
nothing could possibly top seniors grabbing each others nelher regions, the 'rents
and I decided to head home. We stepped
outside into biting wind and ... snow? In
October? I mean, honestly, WTF?
Snowfall
aside, my potluck
Halloween was considerably different
(and more relaxing) than those at Trinity.
While my first conversation (when I was
cornered in hoop skirts) raised my blood
pressure to unprecedented highs, the
other conversations I had that evening
were enjoyable. Furthermore, playing
spectator to drunk people (grandparents,
in this case) doing stupid things that
wouldn't be out of place in AT is far better than being that drunk person doing the
stupid things that make it into AT. The
best part, though, was that the party was
over by nine; plenty of time for me to go
home, relax, and be in bed by midnight.

Lindsay North

This is actually a woman. We swear.

Career Services
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Questions about GMAT, GRE, or LSAT? Ask the experts!
A rep will be answering questions about.. „

Bob Benjamin Ji
V *

GHAT/GRE — 6:30 - 7:30pm
LSAT — 7 : 3 0 - 8 : 3 0 p m

30 year* financial industry veteran
Mr. Benjamin's dynamic and humorous workshop
features information that will benefit everyone.

November "21

November 9,Wed*iesday
7:00 pm—Video Conference

two health professions
info sessions...

M@rpnStanI®y

ARMY SdioloreMp Program
7:O0-7:3Dpm

Equity Securities Lending is looking for Summer Analyst Positions. Must be a junior. Come learn
about this global leader and what itcan offer you. 7:00pm

With this program, you can study medicine, nursing, dentistry,
optometry, clinical psychology, or veterinary medicine for FREE.

AdvertisinE Educational fond

Y0&M Master Program
i*'

Yale School of Public Health will be here about their masters and
doctoral programs in all health sciences.

If you are thinking about a health professional
career, you can't afford to miss this!

This is a non-profit organization to enrich the understanding of advertising and is hosting a
roundtable lunch with Hs. Ross, Sr. Director of Marketing at Yahoo! Mather Dining Hall at Noon.

The SITE ftiblk Interest Risiareh Group
(PIRG) is a non-profit org advocating on behalf of public interest. They are looking for campus
organizers and leaders for the Fellowship Program. $25,750 add great benefits. 7;00pm
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foooM KDOAA? #&©ut Courtesy
continued from page 11
reasons other than poor book-shelving.
Although I am for surreptitious hookups,
they don't remain such if you get caught.
Which leads me to rule number one of

see the looks that everyone behind is shooting you. Don't leave food that you drop on
the floor. It's gross and guaranteed someone will slip on it and then the school gets
sued and we'll be broker than we are

It may be cute for you and your gf to snuggle up into
one study carrel and have a major m.o. fest, but everyone else is gagging and most likely making fun ofyou.
library behavior: like it or not, there are
people dying to get work done. So regardless of what you're doing - and here it's a
good idea to institute the don't ask don't
tell policy - just keep it quiet. It may be
cute for you and your gf to snuggle up into
one study carrel and have a major m.o. fest,
but everyone else is gagging and most
likely making fun of you. And
for those of you smirking
because you only do work
in the library, not so fast.
I have a bone to pick
with you too. If /i'/J
you turn the music fft
all the way up on '»;/
your iPod, people *•
can still hear it. And
it's
annoying.
Especially when it's
salsa and it's 1:30 a.m.
and you're trying to finish a ten page paper on
Platonic love.
Qk, moving on to eating

to make that experience enjoyable? If the
egg line is really long, don't cut 47 people
to talk to your friends. You don't want to

already. Third, if you are sitting at a table
and someone is trying to get by, attempt to
scoot in your chair. It doesn't take much
effort and it saves you from getting a whole
tray of food spilt on your head from a
clumsy diner. However I would suggest
making obnoxiously loud noises when people drop plates because it reminds me of
elementary school. And deep
down I'm always hoping someone will start a food fight a la
Wet Hot American Summer,
Finally, the all important
hook-up etiquette. If a girl
„, is about to embark on a
walk of shame wearing
an abbreviated version of
a Playboy Bunny costume
(oh yes, it's possible), kindly lend her a sweatshirt so
that those on an early moming jog don't stop and point.
Also, even if you "scored,"
don't pull a Ron Burgundy and
tell, everyone within a 20~mile

them and run with it. I'll be waiting for this
weekend with eager anticipation, with
salad fork in hand.
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paropLerooasse
forecasting fall
All Hallow's Eve is one of Monsieur's favorite holidays. He
finds more spiritual guidance during these auspicious days
from the ghosts of horoscopes past, and also has a large penchant for chocolate ganache. It is for that reason that in the
horoscopes this week, you will find candies to help steer you
on your path to spiritual enlightenment. Enjoy and try to avoid
sugar highs.

L.GO
- AUGUST 22
Aquarius, lately you have been feeling
down in the (Jumps but this attitude Will
pass just as quickLy as a bad fashion trend.
Poes anyone remember when it Was cool
to Wear pleated stone washed jeans.
blori? ELxactLy.
Lucky Candy: Reese's Peanut butter
Cups

Leo, it has been a good Week for you.
YouVe been "flying high" Like E>rangeLina in
their nifty little prop place but been careful about getting carried aWay. If you show
off too much too soon you wiLL come
crashing back down to earth courteous of
flight arrogance.
Lucky Candy: Twix

PfSCGS

K/tcuso

Pe&fuJAft.y 19 - M A R - C H 2 0

A U G U S T 23 - S e p r e i u a e f t . 22

Pisces. now that the coLd Weather has
arrived, slipping on your Ugg boots With
your mini-skirt won't count as Winter
attire. Instead invest in one of the fabulous new Russian-inspired jackets for this
season to keep you cozy, who doesn't love
mother Russia?
Lucky Candy: Anickers

Virgo, iJaVe you noticed how much attention LiLo got for her new short hairdo?
tvjaking a change in your appearance can
give you a whole new outlook on Life and
make people, or perhaps a certain someone, see you in a whole new Light. i>o go
ahead and take the plungel
Lucky Candy-. tv]ars bar

i 2 1 - A P P U L 13

Aries, JJaLLoween is a great excuse for
revealing a new side of your personality.
Regina C^eorge did i t best in tyean Qrls
When she dressed up Like a Playboy bunny
so take a chance on something new.
Playboy bunny or otherwise, flight I recommend construction worker?
Lucky Candy: C,um Props

S E P T E M & E R . 23 - O C T O & E A . 22

Libra, do you have a pLayer tugging on your
heartstrings? Qo what is best for you and
kick him to the curb. After aLL even
Vienna didn't take back Jude Law and he
is positively divine. If only boys didn't have
to be so stupid. A t Least they're nice to
Look at.
Lucky Candy: ilershey's klisses

TAUftXJS
) - M A V 20
Taurus, it is time to prove that you are
going to get more out of your college education than improving your aLcohol tolerance and ability to Walk back home in
stiLettos after a Late night out There are
a few Weeks Left to prove yourself so get
Working!
Lucky Candy-. Ivjounds

to [jp OD P W,LO(f dPtell!

-«r

Down here m the L'npod office, we at the features de:-h
xel as though we've been a powerful influence on eat h
and every literate Trinity student's life (and on a relatc-d
note, we are striving to make that literacy rate 100 pei t m t by the year 2010). To continue to exercise our
power, as well as to demonstrate our position as a bem-\ olent authority figure, we would like to offer you the
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to allow us to find you a
'•oulmate! That's right, just email tripod@trincoll.edu
v ith your name, preferred gender of your blind date,
\our cell phone number, and your firstborn (optional buL
i Lcommended) and we will do the rest. After you complete your date - paid for by Tripod, of course - we ask in
i cturn that you put your thoughts and commentary
into an article. We can even keep your identity somewhat confidential, if you so choose. So, if you're single
md looking to have a good time, email us today!

OCTO&Eft- 23 - NOVEM&Eft- 21
Scorpio, this is one of the few times when
I don't think the Olsen twins are good role
modeb. lv|ki has dropped out of school
because she Lost both of her ex-boyfriends
to the tlilton sisters. Take the high road
when things aren't going WeLL instead of
running away.
Lucky Candy: Ebutterfinger

1

1 - O U W E 21

tjemini. if E>rltney .Spears managed to lose
aLL of that baby Weight in a few short
Weeks then things are truly looting up for
everyone. Just remember t o make
changes for yourself and not just because
some ugly, badLy-dressed boy only Likes
you for your Looks.
Lucky Candy: -ttour Patch iCids

Ouwe 22 - Ouey 22
Cancer, stop trying to hide that secret
that everyone already knows about. Take a
cLue from Jessica and Nick who have their
faces plastered osier every celeb 'rag in
town. The act has gone on for too Long so
just come out with the truth already. Or

'. - £>ECEM&Eft. 21
Sagittarius, you have a feud brewing in
your midst that is more scandalous than
the catfight between iliLary and Lindsay.
Pon't Let a boy come between you and
your former BF/f because there WiLL
aLways be another boy but good friends
don't come along everyday.
Lucky Candy: Tootsie Roll

DECEM&Eft. 22 - OAWUAftV 13

else.

Capricorn, my prayers have finally been
answered because (vjadonna has returned
to her ' 8 0 s dance music roots. poLloW
along With \v\adge and stick With what
Works for you rather than forcing something that just isn't there. E>e true to yourself and good things WiLL foLLoW.

Lucky Candy-. Chummy 'bears .

Lucky Candy-. I

m
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A
Artists' Books: Alternative
Voices in the Watkinson

Pack FM and ZBC fring Fun
and Funky Hip Hop to Trin

JOHN RENDEIRO
ARTS WRITER

MOCA, Mcllvaine, Moore Organize Free Hip Hop

group
is "Politics
and Social
Commentary." Four of these works center
The exhibit "Alternative Voices: on the events of September 11. The most
Artists' Books, Comix, and Zines" will be
striking of these, and probably the most
on display at the Watkinson Library until
well-known of any of the works in the colJan. 15. The exhibit consists of an impreslection, is Art Spiegelman's "In the
sive sampling of the Watkinson's large colShadow of No Towers." Spiegelman, a
lection of artists'
native
New
books.
Artists'
Yorker and the
books are exactly
author of Maus,
what they sound
drew a series of
like: books that
large comic panartists from different
els describing a
backgrounds use as
p e r s o n a l
an outlet for their
response to the
works and expresattacks on the
sion. They range
World
Trade
from a book of bird
Center. "In the
illustrations dating
Shadow of No
back to 1678 to sevTowers," which
eral works created
has been reprintwithin the past year,
ed in book form,
and
the artists
is shown in its
www boin boin
include
painters
.
§
8- n e t original, presenr
cartoonists," collage D a v i d R e e s m a k e s a statement with comics. t a t i o i l i i n t h e
artists, and poets. Each artist and .writer
newspaper The Forward.
dedicated vast amounts of time to creating
David Rees's popular weekly satirical
these books. All of the works prove to be comic strip "Get Your War On" is also
incredibly fascinating, and many are stunincluded in the collection. Another striking
ningly beautiful.
work is Michael Kuch's Common
The exhibit is divided up by the nature
of the subject matter of the works. The first
see WATKINSON on page 17

is year rm thankfu
for the blessing of Total (
Information Awartntss.

"V,

clear that ZBC had a thorough command of
their art.
Following ZBC was Pack FM, a
On a college campus so populated by
pastels, popped collars, and pearls, it's rap/hip-hop duo. These two deftly free
pretty refreshing to enjoy entertainment styled and even initiated a happy dancing
that's, well, a little bit different, and that's circle that was nothing but fun to take part
exactly what Friday night's live hip hop in and a joy to watch. As their act proshow was: a breath of fresh air. The event, gressed, Pack FM proved themselves to be
held in the Washington Room from 9-11:30 just as interesting and smart as they were
p.m. on Oct. 28, featured ZBC, a local
group with an edgy blend of funk and hip
see H1PH0P on page 17
hop, and Pack FM, two veiy
talented MCs from the N.1.'
York underground scene.
These two groups weren't
anything like the tired pop bishop that you hear on Hot'>.>FM. The evening began wiiri
ZBC's first set, featurmu
drums, horns, bass, guitar, and
organ. Funk filled the air is
everybody in the crowd dan
along. But what really nuiik
this act great was talent puic
and simple, proving to sii\body who had a doubt that Innhop is much more than thu^-.
yelling obscenities.
Fi'ini
Sam Lin
incredible rhyming and flow to
searing organ s o A ^ it was ZBC gets down with their bad selves.
BEN SCHACHT

ARTS

WRITER

Broken Social Scene, Feist
Get Indie Kids to Dance
Liz MOORE

a pairing.
Here it should be said that Broken
I am not sure if I have words for the Social Scene is an epic band in Toronto.
experience that was seeing Broken Social The band has a constantly changing numScene and Feist live. This raises two ques- ber of members, seeming to pull new musitions: why am I writing this review and cians from the,streets. Pooling from the
could it possibly have been that good? I family of musicians created by their record
don't really have an answer to the former label (Canada's Arts and Crafts), Broken
question, but undoubtedly the answer to the
Social Scene also extends by including
latter is yes.
members from bands such as Feist and
Apostle of Hustle.
Usually, opening
acts can be missed.
They're really only
there to warm up the
crowd and allow people to filter in without
missing the main act.
Usually opening acts
are terrible. Feist's
performance at Pearl
Street last weekend
broke all of these
rules. In fact, their set
was so good that I was
wvvw.twentyfourzine.com
quite worried that I
Seven to 14 musicians played with Broken Social Scene.
would then be let

Chamber Music Recital
Tuesday, Nov. 1,8:00 pjtn.
HamlinHall
An evening of chamber music from the Baroque and Classic eras, presented by
students and faculty coaches. Performed in Trinity's" beautiful, soaring Gothic-style
refectory with warm,acoustics (located across from Cinestudio). .

It seems that every great independent
band is touring this fall, making it difficult
to choose which shows to see. When I
found out that Broken Social Scene was
coming to Northampton, there was really
no question whether or not I was going to
go. The best part about this show was that
another amazing independent act would be
opening, Feist. While it has been said that
I am a whore for live music and would go
see any show, I would really question the
sanity of anyone who could turn down such

Amadeus Ex Machina
Monday, Nov. 7 at 4:15 pan. and 7:30 pan.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19, Third floor
Amadeus ex Machina is a senior thesis performance by Emily Forman for her
self-designed major in "Poetry, Prose, and Performance."

ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

down by the main act.
It's hard not to fall in love with Leslie
Feist. She can melt the hardest of hearts
with her persistent voice and stage presence. She's someone you could imagine
singing in a smoke filled French cafe, completely commanding and feminine, just
doing what she loves. With songs like
"Mushaboom" and "Gatekeeper" she
advised the audience to stop "being cool

Joseph Byrne, Pablo Delano & Patricia Tillman
Wednesday, Oct. 12 - Saturday, Dec. 3,
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
An exhibition featuring recent work by Patricia Tillman, Pablo Delano, and
Joseph Byrne, faculty members of the Studio Arts program at Trinity. Tillman will be
showing sculptures, Delano large-scale black and white photographs, and Byrne
paintings from the Bosco Sacro, and ancient grove in Monteluco Spoleto, Italy.

Time Out! - Judy Dworwin Performance.Ensemble
Thursday, Nov. 3 - Saturday, Nov^ S, 7:30 pjn.
Charter Oak Cultural Center, 21. Charter Oak Avenue, Hartford
Step into and out of time with this 2005 premiere - a fanciful look at our efforts
to control time, only to find our timely devices controlling us. JDPE's highlyacclaimed company introduces the edgy theme amidst a quirky landscape of characters who appear before time was discovered and chase the stars, becoming our technology-burdened soulmates of today searching for a minute or two of uninterrupted
time, never to be found. Our biological clocks are tickled in Time Out, and humored
into a realm where time becomes spatial and new dimensions of ourselves and the
world become possible. Time Out features a commissioned score by musician/composer David Yih, made possible by a noted "Meet the Composer" grant from the
New England Foundation for the Arts.

austinarts.org
see FEIST on page 18
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Brit Daniel Craig Chosen as Next Bond, James Bond
Unknown Actor Craig Won't Overshadow Bond Character, Will Return to Connery's "Hard Bond" School
belongs to the "soft Bond" school; his 007
Oct. 17: "Neither Miss Moneypenny nor Q
will appear. Neither of them are in the is proud, droll and romantic. Brosnan, in
book. The film will update the novel but his portrayal of Bond, created a third
His name is Bond, James Bond. He's a
school, "synthesis Bond." This 007 has
stick very closely to the storyline." Taken
product of the Cold War: ruthless, cunning,
together, Campbell's testimony and the equal parts "hard" and "soft." He is a lover
detached. He's a womanizer, a killer, a genand a fighter, a spy who kills with ruthless
absence of Bond mainstays give substantial
tleman. He's sophisticated, suave; he
evidence that the new Bond will deviate efficiency but who can also be surprisingly
knows how to play baccarat. He can fire,
tender. In a way, Brosnan's Bond is the
from recent outings. This is a blessing. The
pilot, drive, destroy, defuse and bed anyone
most complex, even as Connery's is the
last three franchise films were missteps. A
most faithful to Ian Fleming's original crepoorly written villain marred Tomorrow
Craig was chosen from more than 200 candidates,
Never Dies; woeful
including Clive Owen, Jude Law, Ewan McGregor,
miscasting ruined The
World is Not Enough;
Hugh Jackman,.. and Julian McMahon of "Nip/TucL"
and Die Another Day,
with its absurd storyline, boring villain and
film and television work before they took
and anything known to man. He drinks
awkward
special
Bellinger and vodka martinis — shaken, up the mantle. Brosnan, at least, is now a
household name. An unknown actor is the effects, was a trainnot stirred. He knows how to make an
wreck on par with
ideal choice when it comes to casting
entrance. And he's now being played by a
Moonraker.
Bond. Since the audience knows him in no
new man.
other context, his turn is all the more
The new Bond
British actor Daniel Craig was officialacceptable.
adventure will naturally named as the next man to portray James
ly depend greatly on
Craig's first project will be Casino
Bond on Oct. 15. According to Bond pronewcomer Craig and
Royale, a film that reaches back to Bond's
ducer Michael Wilson, Craig was chosen
what he brings to the
beginnings. The movie will be directed by
from more than 200 candidates, including
role. From his work in
Clive Owen, Jude Law, Ewan McGregor, Martin Campbell, the man who brought us
Layer Cake it seems
Goldeneye, the best of Brosnan's four
Hugh Jackman, Croatia's Goran Visnjic
that he is capable of the
and Julian McMahon of "Nip/Tuck" fame. Bond films. Campbell plans on bringing a
new intensity to the Bond franchise. "I cer- steely ferocity demonThe ultimate decision to cast Craig took
strated
by
Sean
tainly think it will be a little bit darker ...
roughly two years to make.
Connery
in
earlier
news.bb.co.uk
more
character,
less
gadgets,"
the
director
Craig is largely unheard of in America,
said.
The
movie's
cost
is
projected
at
no
Bond
films
like
Dr.
No
Sean
Connery
played
the
franchise's
original
James
Bond.
although some moviegoers will remember
less than $100 million. It is scheduled for
his minor roles in Lara Croft: Tomb Raider
ation. I predict Craig will break from
and From Russia With Love is not beyond
release in November of 2006.
and Road to Perdition. He is best known in
Brosnan and return to Connery's form. No
him. Throughout the 20 Bond films and
England for his star performance in last
doubt he will bring his own interpretation
Breaking further from 007 precedents, five actors, three schools of Bond acting
year's crime drama Layer Cake. His virtuto the role as well.
Casino Royale will be missing two leg- emerge. Connery belongs to the "hard
al anonymity in America is an advantage. If
endary Bond personalities: Moneypenny
Bond" school; his 007 is hardhearted, sinHugh Jackman or Colin Farrell had acceptand Q. Wilson confirmed speculation on
gle-minded and intelligent. Roger Moore
see CRAIG on page 18
EVAN MORRIS
SENIOR EDITOR

ed the role, it would be difficult for audiences to separate Bond from the superstar
playing him. In a way, famous actors are
distractions when assigned to famous parts.
No actor should be bigger than 007. The
last two Bonds,Timothy Dalton and Pierce
Brosnan, were, to American audiences,
nobodies. Their resumes included limited

RAises Voices nrfoweR
continued from page 1
formers, the show, disappointingly, did
with biting sarcasm by Abigail Garrity.
not have much of a male presence. Senior
The poem, written from the point of view
Lucas Dunlap's rendition of Pearl Jam's
of a woman who has been raped, ends, "Better Man" was excellent, but his per"and I'm sorry about the police/1 was just
formance of Nirvana's "Rape Me" with
upset/ you know how women can get/ I
Sandra Lawson '06 sounded weak and
was PMSing/ I'm really sorry about the
passive - very different from the original
report/ and the restraining order/ and the
ambience of the song. David Calder '08,
time in jail/ and the
as usual, gave an
public
castration/
incredible
perthat I hoped for
formance, reading
silently/ anyway, I'm
June Jordan's "The
really sorry/ it's me,
Female and the
not you/ I'm a
Silence of a Man,"
bitch."
and, as usual, he
was not used nearAlso enjoyable
ly enough in the
were the two Ani
show. The producDiFranco songs pertion did a good job
formed by Laura
of not becoming an
King '07, "Not a
"angry
feminist
Pretty Girl" and
rant," and managed
"Gratitude." King
to showcase a wide
has a rich, full voice
variety of reactions
with attitude and
Sam Lin and responses to
spunk and it's clear
assault. However,
that she enjoys the Dunlap and Lawson sing "Rape Me."
stage.
The performance of Sarah in the future, this event might benefit
McLaughlan's "Angel" was melodic and from stronger male participation.
haunting, and the harmony between Responding to assault should not be limLeslie Waters '06 and Abbie Runyan '07 ited to women, as it affects all without
(who plays piano wonderfully) was chill- discrimination.
ing. The Quirks and the Trinitones both
This night of performances was not
performed ("You Gotta Be" and "And So
about blame or accusations or even anger,
It Goes" respectively), and while the two it was a celebration of being a survivor, a
groups have many stylistic differences, cathartic attempt to reclaim individual
their acts were equally enjoyable. Najeda power. The final performance of the
Patolo's COS) rendition of "Sunny Came evening - a recitation of Maya Angelou's
Home" by Shawn Colvin was thrilling, "Phenomenal Woman" by Anne Louise
particularly because I've not heard her Marquis ' 0 6 , Mary Elliott ' 0 6 , and
sing before, All of the soloists had fan- Meghan Bo one '06 - epitomized this
tastic voices, fueled by the passion and emotion. Angelou's closing words sum
the emotion behind their songs.
up the message perfectly, "'Cause I'm a
woman/ Phenomenally/ Phenomenal
While the organizers clearly made an
attempt to have a diverse base of per- Woman ... That's me."
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Hip Hop Acts Unite ! Wwtbinson Exhibit Showcases
Trin Students, Locals Artists' Books, lines, and Comics
continued from page 15
talented and entertaining, poking
intelligent fun at the propensity
of radio stations to play the same
stuff one thousand times over.
After Pack FM's exhilarating
performance, ZBC took the stage
for a second set which further
proved their talent and entertainment value. Matt Zigs, ZBC's
front man, called upon "audience
members to reach into their
pockets and put any objects they

perhaps might be willing to
forgo their habitual journeys to
Vernon for a night of unbelievable music where students will
be exposed to art and culture
from all around the world."
Mcllvaine too sees this concert series as more than just
entertainment. "These concerts
give hip-hop fans and artists a
voice on campus and provide
alternative programming.
It
also, more than almost anything

These concerts give hip-hop fans and
artists a voice on campus and provide
alternative programming.
found up onto the stage. The
band received an eclectic mix of
items (including one four-yearold concert goer) -and then proceeded to seamlessly integrate
them all into an impressive free
style routine. They continued
with more funk and hip-hop, and
the evening closed with ZBC and
Pack FM on stage together, end-

else I've seen on campus, brings
the Hartford community and the
Trinity community closer together, getting members of each to
interact with one another," he
said.
And let's face it, Mather
Crawl and TCAC parties hardly
provide the kind of diversity of
programming the campus needs.

continued from page J5
Monsters of the United States.
The page the book is opened to in
the exhibit is very bold: a huge
insect with flag-pattemed wings
is shown with the words
"American Imperialist Moth, pax
Americana" written under it. The
text accompanying this particular
illustration reads, "[the moth is]
most spectacular seen at twilight
pink as it conspicuously attempts
to conceal itself by flapping its
patriotic colors." This 2004 book
protests the current political landscape, a daring and forceful statement that might not be made as
eloquently except in such an
underground publication.
The next section of the exhibit is titled "Social and Personal
Commentary/Personal History." ,
These four works include a book
of photos by Bill Burke of his
experiences in Khmer Rouge-era
Cambodia. The photo book
resembled the layout of a yearbook, with several pictures laid
out on each page, and was accompanied by a hand-written travel
diary. Another interesting work in
the group were the sparse letterpress works of Johanna Drucker.
The letterpress gives a unique
look to the works; texts of different fonts and sizes were scattered
across the pages along with different pictures.
The
next
group,

"Contemporary Life and Humor,"
contains mostly zines, which are
limited-run, self-published (often
using cheap techniques like photocopying) booklets that can be
about anything the author wants
them to be about. These include
two small photocopied booklets
by Amber Gayle and her twin sister, a small work by Emily Larned
made using a manual typewriter

www.universohq.com

No Towers is inspired by 9/11.
and heavily photocopied pictures,
and the interesting "Library in a
Book" by Mark Wagner. Wagner
made a pseudo-scrapbook of a
made-up card catalog with books
to match the description on the
card.
The next category is entitled
"Fine Printing, Structure, Craft
and Design." This section con-tains several concertinas, which
are books that fold out to form a

larger image. One example of the
concertina is Angela Lorenz's
stunningly detailed "The Theater
of Nature," which has intricate
drawings of European museums.
"Soap Story," also by Angela
Lorenz, is comprised of texts written on wrappers of bar soap.
Julie Chen's "Life Time," must be
moved around to read all of the
text through its spiral design.
The final section of the exhibit is called
"Travel-PlaceMemory." These works are primarily travel memoirs in various
forms. One of the best works here,
and perhaps one of the most
amazing works in the entire
exhibit, is Laura Davidson's
"Florence." Called a "tunnel
book," different layers of old travel guides were drawn on to give
the skyline of Florence a sense of
depth. Davidson's craft and presentation combine to create a very
unusual and beautiful work.
"Alternative Voices" is a fas-v
cinating exhibit for anyone interested in art, comics, books, and
literature. All of the works selected to be displayed show a great
amount of effort and artistic
expression from the authors. The
free exhibit is open to the public
weekdays from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. and will prove to be a
thought-provoking show, particularly for students oi art or literature.

Minormask Oct. 26-Nov. 1
26-28 and 31-1 at 7:30 p.m. 29-30 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Cinesrudio presents a special one-week premiere engagement of an exciting phantasmagoria for all ages about a 15-year-old girl named Helen, who works in a circus but
dreams of running away to experience "real life." Her topsy-turvy plan backfires when she
is magically transported to the alternative world of the Dark Lands. Mirrormask is die creation of a remarkable collaboration: The Jim Henson Company, which produced Labyrinth
and The Dark Crystal, with the team of writer Neil Gaiman and illustrator Dave McKean,
the creators of the classic children's book The Wolves in the Wall and the "Sandman"
comic books. Helen's wondrous, sometimes scary journey would not seem entirely out of
place in the Land of Oz. 101 min.

Sam Lin

Pack FM offers rhymes with a message.
ing a fun-filled night with a It seems like the only choices
bang.
students have are Vernon Street,
Magee Mcllvaine '06 and the
getting a henna tattoo or just
going to bed. Students can't even
Men Of Color Alliance organspend a Friday at the library
ized Friday's event, one in a
because it closes by 10pm. These
series of concerts coming to
hip-hop concerts represent a conTrinity, arid we should take
certed student effort to create a
advantage of these efforts to
diverse culture on campus that
bring something different to
reflects student interest and
campus. If we can take Ed
desire. Students need to continWalter's article from last week
seriously (and I think we must), ue taking, the initiative and
demand more alternative prothen we know that Trinity stugramming: This programming
dents need a little, more on the
shouldn't replace Vernon Street
Weekends than intoxicated mis(the frats get blamed far too
adventures and one-night stands.
much
for social problems on
Chris Moore '06, one of the
campus),
but if Trinity students
students involved in organizing
want
to
feel proud of their
the event, believes evenings like
school, it's essential that the
this.are important: "There is a
school have a vibrant and energreat majority of students on this
getic social and cultural scene.
campus who don't go to the frats
So if you need something to
when the weekend rolls around,
do next Friday, and you're a little
and they often times find themselves stuck on how to engage bored with the typical Trin-Trin
scene,
come
the
themselves socially. This will
African/Brazilian hip-hop show
be a great option for those stuat the Underground at 9 p.m.
dents as well as for those who

Last Days Oct. 28-29
9:40 p.m.
Eleven years after Kurt Cobain. shot himself, damning us to 10 years of music by former Mouseketeers and faux thugs, many have wondered about his final days. While Gus
Van Sant claims that Last Days is not that movie, nothing else comes close to revealing
the mundane (CocoaRice Crispies, anyone?) and sometimes humorous steps of agifted
musician, hanging out in a secluded mansion and stumbling toward oblivion. On the continuum of Van Sant's movies, Last Days is more Elephant than Good Will Hunting. The
atmosphere, spare dialogue and simple physical presence of Cobain-channeling Michael
Pitt create tie kind of drama that smacks you when you are least expecting it. "Modernday cinema takes the form of a sermon. You don't get to think, you only get to receive
information." Gus Van Sant. 97 min.
The Constant Gardener Nov. 2-5
2-4 at 7:30 p.m. 5 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
In the wake of the Cold War that once inspired his elegant thrillers, John Le Carre has
found a new source of danger in the world - unfettered global capitalism. Ralph Fiennes
{The English Patient, The End of The Affair) plays a self-effacing British diplomat who is
married to an activist involved in investigating pharmaceutical companies operating in
Kenya. When she is murdered shortly after the film opens, Fiennes plunges into a voyage
of discovery - about his wife, her death, and the evil that surrounds him. Fernando
Meirelles, whose film City of God was a searing expose of street gangs in Rio, brings a
simmering anger to Le Carry's cool scrutiny of a continent in peril, "...an examination of
the mysteries of the human heart. This is one of the year's best films" Roger Ebert,
Chicago Sun-Times. 129 min.
.
The River Nov. 6-8
6 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. 7-8 at 7:30 p.m.
Connecticut's sizeable community of French cinema lovers has something to celebrate
this fall - a new, restored print of Jean Renoir's first color film, The River. The great director of Grand Illusion and The Rules of the Game, who left German-occupied France in
.1941 and Hollywood soon after, traveled to India to make a gorgeous, life-affirming epic
set along the banks of the eternal Ganges. Here, three girls on the brink of adult sensuality — one American, one English, and one half Indian, all fall in love with the same injured
soldier. While Renoir called India "one of the greatest inspirations," his humanistic
approach to filmmaking also inspired his assistant —'the young Satyajit Ray. "There's no
doubt in my mind, The River is one of the most beautiful color films ever made," Martin
Scorsese. 99 min.
cinestudio.org
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Feist andBroken Social Scene: Craig Only Second
A Plethora of Musicians and Fun Englishman as 007
Indie Haven Northampton Hosts Two More Talented Bands
continued from page 15
and just have fun — you can be
cool with Broken Social Scene,
we don't care" and encouraged
audience participation. I have
never seen so many indie kids
uncross their arms and un-jam

there was a method to all of the
apparent randomness.
The
music was tight and flawless,
while at the same time personal;
playing music was what Broken
Social Scene loved to do and the
audience was able to witness the

from one song to the next. Their
best songs included "Ibi Dreams
of Pavement (A Better Day),"
which featured double drumming, with the auxiliary drum
kit building off the intensity of
the main drum kit, creating a
consuming beat.
As Justin
Peroff
(drums/guitar/vocals)
told me after the show, double
drumming was a technique the
band used with their first album
and was now bringing back with
their third, something he (and
everyone else) was very happy
their hands from their pockets to
honest chemistry that took place
about.
dance and sing along. There was
on the stage at Pearl Street.
certainly no room for improveSticking mainly to new
Songs consistently featured
ment in Feist's set.
brass instruments, up to
five guitars, double
In between sets, waiting for
drumming, a violin, and,
music to start again, I noticed
if the audience was
that there were two drum kits on
lucky, Feist. Other great
the stage and at least ten guitars
songs included intensely
(although I never was able to get
p e r f o r m e d
an accurate count). I couldn't
"Supperconnected" and
help but be both giddy and conBroken Social Scene's
fused. Was all of this really necautobiographical song
essary? Then seven to 14 band
"Bandwitch" about "a
members walked onto the stage
for the first song.
f
ed
up
band."
I have to admit, it was pretty
www.artistdirect.com R e g ardless of which
confusing at first to constantly
Broken Social Scene loves its music.
SO ng they were playing,
have people running on and off
material with a few classics
Broken Social Scene played as if
the stage to jump in with whatspliced into the set, Broken
this is what they would be doing
ever instrument happened to be
Social Scene ripped into a high
even if no one was listening. We
at hand, but then it appeared that
energy set, consistently building
were just happy to be included.

continued from page 16
The announcement of Craig as
the new Bond met with mixed
reviews. His critics point mostly
to superficialities. He will be the
first blond Bond, a fact which
doesn't sit well with so-called
purists. He is also too short and
unattractive, many Bond fans say.

uncompromising and resolute. He
can carry a firearm convincingly
and, being from England, can no
doubt recite double entendres
with the bawdiest of them.
The real test for Craig will
come next November, but until
then Bond fans have little to lose
sleep over. Craig is a convincing

Broken Social Scene ripped into a high
energy set, consistently buildingfromone
song to the next.

news.bbc.co.uk

Relative unknown Daniel Craig will be the next 007.
In the end, the color of Bond's
eyes will have no effect on the
outcome of Casino Roy ale. From»
his earlier work, Craig seems up
to the challenge of playing a part
many consider sacred. He can be
charming, sexy, witty, cruel,

actor and has good screen presence. More importantly, he has
thrown himself into a role that is
obviously fraught with complications. It takes a great deal of
courage to play Bond; Craig has it
in spades.
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Chapel Happenings

Book Early and Save
Lowest Prices Hottest Destinations
BOOK 15= 2 FREE TRIPS OR CASH
FREE MEALS PARTIES BY 11/7
Highest Commission
Best Travel Perks
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FRIDAY, NOV. 4

Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Atapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations
1-800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.

Students,

Faculty:

Advertise in

Classifieds. Looking for babysitters or
someone to rake your leaves? Want to
sell furniture or appliances from your
dorm room? Job offerings? Include your
ad in our classified section for just 30
cents a word. E-mail inquiries to triod@trincoll.edu
,j
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SUNDAY,

The inaugural program includes two exciting panel
Presentations. The first panel discussion, "Secularism in
American Public Life," includes three prominent journalists and public intellectuals. The second, "Secularism in the
Academy," includes three leading scholars who work on
issues
involving secularism.

6

9:00 p.me TlomawCatholic?Maty - Main/Chapel
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Weds. Nov. 2
1:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Washington Room
Mather Hall
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6:30-7:30 p.m. Z£N Meditation
Crypt Chapel/Induction/faheld/from/
6:30-7 p.m. foUowed/hy medaxntlon/uwiftl'
7:30 p.wv.

Service
the

Activist

Week

Psi Upsilon has long been an integral part of promoting
and supporting the Red Cross's semi-annual blood drives at Trinity
College. This fall, with all of the hurricane relief work The Red Cross
was doing, the need for blood was more apparent than ever. Over 90
students and faculty members signed up to donate blood. There was a •
total of 51 units of whole blood and 10 units of red blood cells donated
on Oct. 25. To put these numbers into perspective, just one single unit
of whole blood can potentially save three lives. Towards the end of the
drive, the volume of scheduled and walk in donors was so immense
that the volunteer medical staff was overwhelmed and some potential
donors had to be turned away. For our upcoming Spring Blood Drive,
scheduled for Feb. 22, we hope to have more beds and medical volunteers to ensure that all potential donors get the chance to save a life.
Additionally, we hope to join forces with New England Bone Marrow on
Feb. 22.
"
V
Thanks to the efforts of Elsie Melita of the Red Cross, Joe
Barber, the medical volunteers, and most importantly, Trinity's donors,
the 2005 Fall Blood Drive was the most successful blood drive in the
past 10 years. We thank everyone who donated and encourage you to
donate whenever possible. We hope to see you all again in the Spring.
-Todd Morrison '07

.
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ftew Haven Clinical Research
in one
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CHECK OUT: November 15
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Picking the Greatest Physical Athlete of All Time
JON SlMONIAN

World's Greatest Athlete? What
qualifications must a person have
The title of being the World's
to even be considered? In an
Greatest Athlete - no not in the attempt to put some of those
sense that the Tripod showcased
questions and answers into perin last week's issue but actual
spective and hopefully strike a
Athlete in the physical sense of
chord with some of you who take
the word - is a hefty title for any it upon yourselves to discuss
man or woman to be given. For
these kinds of matters, the
anyone to claim that an athlete is
Tripod's Sports Editors will tacteven a serious candidate for that
fully divulge our thoughtful and
honor, some serious thought and
dedicated opinions on the matter.
analysis must first be given to the
For lack of a better analogy,
actual meaning of the title. What
think of this whole discussion as
does somebody mean when they
an equation, with several different
proclaim an individual to be the parts and definitions that need to
SPORTS EDITOR

www.freerepubtic.com

Bo Jackson dominated football and baseball in college and the pros.

be filled in before the answer can
be generated. We are more interested in the parts of the equations
and the definitions that shape the
equation rather than the answer
that we generate. The answers
have to be provided by each individual on his or her own rather
than by general consensus.
As we embark, there are
many ways to measure an athlete.
You can compare them in terms
of stats, but since this discussion
transcends all sports both amateur
and professional, comparing stats
is too inaccurate and, realistically,
comparing skill sets involved
www.factmonster.com
with amassing huge numbers in
Few have been as good at so many events as Jackie Joyner-Kersee.
football are completely different
thetical bracket.
into this tournament. We want to
that those that will rank an athlete
The next logical step after avoid having too many events
with the elite in baseball.
having a single static event would
that showcase speed for example
be to expand to having a series of • and not enough that will display
Then there is the idea of comevents aid in our discussion of the
an athlete's strength. While the
paring athletes in a set sport; a
popular example is boxing. The 'Greatest Athlete of All Time". actual list of events is not as
Having a diverse series of events
important as the idea that goes
problem with this method is that
not only gives each Athlete the behind having a list, for arguwhile boxing is a great sport and
chance to display his or her skills
ment's sake we would have a
it displays a lot of the requisites
tournament that included (but is
for being a great athlete - physical in a particular event, but also
allows us to see how these men
not totally made up of): the 100conditioning, strategy, hand-eye
and women respond to unfamiliar meter dash, the mile run, the shot
coordination, quickness, etc., - it
situations.
put, the clean-and-jerk lift, the
does not necessarily, as we have
400 meter individual medley seen in the tragedy that was
At this point, we would like
which is 100 meter of freestyle,
Celebrity Boxing, determine who just to make sure that this is a
100 meters backstroke, 100
is a greater athlete.
truly hypothetical situation and
meters breaststroke and 100
everything from this point is
Also, professional boxers
imaginary and comes with the meters butterfly - the long jump,
would have a distinct advantage
the high jump and long distance
necessary biases that our opinions
in a Boxing Tournament because
cycling.
and feelings entail.
of their familiarity with the sport
and the relative inexperience of
Variety is key in determining
the list of events that would go
see THE TRIPOD on page 22
the rest of the field of the hypo-

Bantams Shutout Panthers Rugby Teams End
Season in Playofife

continued from page 24
with a huge eight-yard sack on
third down, and combined with a
five-yard delay of game penalty
on Middlebury, they were pushed
out of field goal range and were
forced to punt at Trinity's 35-yard
line.
"We weren't worried about
their good field position,"
Morgan said. "I, just got lucky;
the quarterback still had the ball
and 1 got there in time."
Two Trinity drives late in the
first half had potential, but they
were stalled out on Schweitzer
interceptions. They made it down
to Middlebury's 28-yard line, but
his pass across the middle was
intercepted, and on their next possession they made it down to
Middlebury's 17 yard line before
he was picked off again, making
it a scoreless first half for both
teams.

The Bantams came out in the
second half having made the necessary adjustments and it showed
on Middlebury's first possession
of the half. After putting together
several run plays to get them into
Bantam territory, but Allen forced
Lyon to fumble, and Morgan
recovered at midfield.
On the ensuing possession,
Trinity used their run attack to
pound away at the Panther
defense, with consistent runs up
the middle. Quinones capped off
the drive with a three-yard touchdown right up the gut. Kevin ;
Swiniarski '07 missed the extra
point.
They would get down to
Middlebury's one-yard line, but

on fourth and goal, Leo was
stuffed at the line for no gain.
This forced the Panthers to start at
their own one yard line and the
Bantams took advantage of their
poor field situation on their very
next drive.
Trinity took over at the 50
yard line. Leo provided the
biggest play of the drive with a
25-yard run to the Middlebury
two yard line, and two plays later,
Pitcher found receiver Chris
Olenoski in the end zone for a one
yard touchdown. Barnard's pass
to Olenoski was complete, giving
the Bantams two points, making
it 14-0.
"It was a tough first half,"
running back Carlos Baz '07 said.
"But we play four quarters.
Teams like Middlebury only play
two quarters, and we proved
that."
"It's all about coming out
hard in the second half," Nile
Lundgren '07 added. "We
reminded them of about that."
Their next test will be this

weekend up at Amherst at 12:30
p.m.
"We haven't exerted our
physical dominance on defense
yet; we've been relying on our
speed," senior linebacker Ray
Panza said. "Against Amherst,
we're going to focus on dominating them,
"We're going to go after
them. We feel they look down on
us, with an elitist attitude. The
national response [to our success],
has been overtly subversive to the
dedication we have to academics
as well as athletics. We pride ourselves in both areas."
The Lord Jeff's are 5-1 and
tied for second, place in the
NESCAC with Bowdoin and .
Colby. Amherst's only loss came
at the hands of Bowdoin, 16-13, a
team Trinity handled easily in
their Oct. 22 match-up, 23-3.
"Amherst is a good team,"
Morgan said. "We're going to
have to bring our 'A' game. If we
play our game ... it'll be no problem."

www.trincoll.edu

Josh Pitcher '06 threw for 63 yards and one touchdown.

was a bit slow to the breakdown
continued from page 24
University 17-0 to grab the final and struggled moving the ball in
playoff spot in the Division II • the match, but exceptional tackChampionships bracket of the ling helped hold the offense of
playoffs. "We've got a young Williams at bay. Trinity scuffled
team, we lost lots of seniors, so to a 15-11 win.
just to make the playoffs is an
"We [took advantage] of
accomplishment," said head
some early scoring opportunities,
coach
Bob
Merola.
Their
final
regular
season
challenge came
immediately after
the shutout of
WCSU, as the
men lost a lopsided match to
second-place
University
of
Rhode
Island.
The loss was
inconsequential,
as the men were a
lock as the number eight seed in
the
championships.
.
Chuck Pratt
Their postsea- Men's Rugby will face Bowdoin this Saturday.
son opener pitted them against
and-we proved that we can win
top-seeded Middlebury College, games even if we aren't playing
who handed them a 25-3 loss and our strongest rugby," said
Sheehan.
sent them into the consolation
tournament, known as the Plate
The win keeps Trinity's postChampionships.
season push going, as they will
face fifth-ranked Bowdoin at
On Saturday, the men faced
Bryant College on Saturday, Nov.
number nine Williams College in
the plate bracket/Trinity's usual 5: If they win again, they will
wide-open style of play, led by compete for the 'consolation
championship (the Plate) the next
captain Jake Burns '06, Martin
Grzyb '06, and Nick Sheehan '06, day.
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Volleyball Draws Sixth The Tripod Discusses
Spot for Tournament Sporfs Greatest Athletes
Robinson, Kersee Top Our List of the Best Athletes Ever

Chuck Pratt

The Bantams will play Vfiddlebury in the first round of the NESCAC Tournament
continued from page 24
home against one of their toughest rivals.
In two previous clashes this season,
Trinity had managed to secure only one
game out of seven against Amherst, but a
different team than the one that played on
Oct. 25. Over the course of the day, neither
team could secure the momentum in even a
single game.
Trinity stormed out of the gate in each
of the First two games, dropping the first
30-25 and taking the second 30-27. In the
third, and closest, game, the teams were
tied until late, when Amherst clawed its
vwaVite%f3Q-28 win.Trinity rebounded with
a late surge of its own in game four, 30-24.
In the end, it was almost unfair that one
team had to walk away "defeated," as they
faced-off with two. games apiece and tied
15-15 in the fifth game, but Amherst scored
the last two points to win the day, Said
Head Coach Jen Bowman, "we fell two
points short of our goal, but I felt that every
player on our team gave everything they
had to give. It was such a great effort.
And it was so special for our players to be
able to play in front of such a large and fun
crowd ... that was intercollegiate athletics
at its best."
Five Bantam players scored double-figure kills. Moore totaled 48 assists, and
sophomore Kathleen Henz and senior tricaptain Lucy Hollis combined for 34 digs
in the contest. A difficult regular season
finale awaited the Bantams following their
tough loss, and despite a three games to
none defeat at Tufts, the team showed it
was ready for anyone in the postseason.
Tufts entered the match.with the fewest

games lost in the conference, and while
they did shut Trinity out, the overall line is
misleading. Almost a reflection of the first
game in the Amherst match, Trinity
dropped the first game by a tiny margin,
30-28.
While Tufts carried the momentum in
30-24 and 30-19 wins to secure the match,
the Bantams had proven that they are ready
to make some postseason noise. According
to Bowman, "we can beat any other team
... we know what we do well, we know our
challenges, and we play the game within
those confines."
After
season, it's only fitting that the final standings contained some intrigue. Trinity's 6-4
conference record left it tied with four
other NESCAC teams for the third through
seventh seeds in the championship tournament, arid after the application of head-tohead, conference-win total, and three other
tiebreakers, all five teams were still deadlocked in the standings.
The last resort in such instances is to
have the seedings determined by a random
drawing. The Bantams earned the sixth
seed once its name was pulled out of a hat,
and the bracket proves both favorable and
interesting.
In the first round on Nov. 4, the
Bantams will face Middlebury, who they
twice defeated in the regular season, and
should the team win, it will get another try
the next day against one of the teams who
beat them at the end of the season. "We
could see Amherst again [then], and I think
our entire team would like to get another
shot at them," said Bowman.

continued from page 21
Like with most of this discussion, the
list of events depends on the individuals
involved in the conversation. For example,
a case can be made for including the triple
jump instead of the long jump because the
triple jump involves more timing and skill
than the long jump, but again, it is up to
each person to make up his or her own
mind.
Although we stated earlier that it was
not our intention to decide who would be
the overall winner and be proclaimed the
Greatest Athlete of All Time, the topic is
too tempting to avoid altogether. We will
suffice to provide our list of athletes who
would be at the top of the leader board.
Among some of the athletes that would
certainly be up at the top of the Tripod's
board would be Jackie Robinson, Bo
Jackson, Jim Brown, Muhammad Ali and
Lance Armstrong. In the women's rankings, some of those at the top of our list
would be Jackie Joyner-Kersee and Mia
Hamm.
What we look for in picking these
names is not only to have a person who was
dominant in their own sport - in fact this
was a relatively small part of the equation
that we used to determined who should
make the top of the list - and displayed
skills in their performance that would be
applicable in other areas of athletics.
Also, a key component was being able
to play sports other than their own at a high
ago with Michael Vick playing hockey or

Randy Johnson bowling; that's the type of
thing we're going for, but on a much less
comical level. Jackie Robinson was actually a three-sport AU-American in college
and Bo Jackson's chronicles in both Major
League Baseball and the National Football
League are part of the reason why they are
at the top of our list.
Physical specimens like Armstrong,
Brown and Kersee lead us to believe that
while we never saw them perform in other
sports, they could have done so with relative ease. Then there are others like Ali and
Hamm who were so impressive with their
skills for so long that depriving them of a
spot would be close to a tragedy.
However, what must be kept in check is
that while this short list of athletes all have
cases to be the Greatest Athletes of All
Time, the list is ours that came from this
discussion. If we were to readdress this
issue next year, the list might be completely different or exactly the same.
When a new discussion arises with different participants in a different location,
the result will most likely be different and
each Athlete will be justified for different
reasons. The nature of sport is that the discussions will never end as long as there is
an interest in the topic. With interest comes
opinion and with opinion comes bias,
which changes everything. So, if there's
anything that is to be learned from this little two person academic/athletic experiment, it is that the debate will live on for.•.feYjeaueYen if all sport were to vanish into
thin air tomorrow.

Upcoming Events
. . 4
Volleyball vs. Middlebury (NESCAC
Championships @Colby)

u_

3
CQ
as

Sat, Nov. 5
Football @ Amherst
^,
,, Menjs & Women's Cross Co&try @ Harkness
' # i i F k ( E ^AC Div - ' " Championships)
'Vorajfe^iysv Colby (NESCAG Championships
'@ 'Colby)
Men's Crew @ Yale Freshman Invitational

Past Scores
Sat, Oct. 29

O
Contact the Tripod
at:
Tripod@trincoli.edu

in

Middlebury 2.-1 Field Hockey
Men's Soccer 0 - 0 Middlebury
Middlebury 2 - 1 Women's Soccer
Women's Novice Crew third place at Head
of the Schuylkill
Men's Freshman Crew first and second
place at Worcester Challenge
Sun, Oct. 30
Women's Varsity Crew Fours sixth place at
Princeton Chase
Women's Varsity Crew Eights 16th place at
Princeton Chase
Men's Varsity Crew Eights 11th place at
Princeton Chase
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Norte, Gravel Propel X-C Team at NESCACs
to cross the line 21st overall.
The Bantams, running in one of the
This past weekend, the men's and
most competitive conferences in the counwomen's Cross Country teams competed in
try, know that a strong showing in the
the annual NESCAC Championship meet
NESCAC race indicates possible success
held at Wesleyan University. The men's
down the road.
team placed fifth while the women placed
On Saturday, they looked strong on a
11th.
course that featured nearly-vertical hills
Like this year's foliage, the Trinity
and uneasy footing. However, this is not a
men's cross country team has saved its best
rare occurrence this season. The long road
performances for "late in the season. Going
to championship season began in concurinto the race, Trinity was ranked ninth in
rence October when the Bantams placed
New England, a ranking that does not
second as a team at the Dickinson
reflect recent performances.
Invitational in Carlisle, Penn. Just two
weeks ago at the Saratoga Cross Country
Leading the way this weekend were
freshman Hunter Norte and junior Nate Invitational in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., six
Gravel. Norte impressively worked his runners crossed the line in the top 20 as the
way through the pack to place ninth, as he Bantams took second overall.
earned All-NESCAC honors. Gravel ran a
Despite the recent success, the team
gusty race and worked together with Norte
continues to train toward its ultimate goal.
TONY QUINTERO

SPORTS WRITER

www.trincoll.edu

(Christina Wheeler-Castillo '08 was in great shape heading to Saratoga.
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"If we want to make Nationals, we need to
run better in two weeks," said senior captain Tommy Walsh. Qualifying for the meet
would be the crowning jewel to a successful season. Walsh
and fellow senior
captain Matt Termine
and senior Matt
Coraccio would love
to run
run off into the

charged her way to a fourth-place finish.
Most of the team set personal bests and the
women placed third overall at the meet.
They were bolstered by performances from
Kupper and senior
Haley McConaghy,
who finished 17th
and 19th respectively
Earlier
this
month, the women
were running just as
well, having finished
second at the James
Early Invitational at
Westfield
State
College on Oct. 12.
Besides the seniors,
young guns like
Mandy
Williams,
Megan Apfelbaum
and Allie Lemire
stepped up to contribute to a successful
meet. While most of
the Bantams are
www.trincoll.edu working towards a

sunset having been to
"the show." If they
would like to do so,
they must get their
rest and prepare for
the Division III
Championships.
Two Trinity runners who have experienced the NCAA
championship meet
are Jackie Kupper
and Rristina Miner.
These two frontrunners for the Bantams
would like to do what
they did in 2003 as Nate Gravel '07finished21st at NESCACs. repeat of Saratoga,
the women placed second in the Nation - sophomore Christina Wheeler-Castillo
return to Nationals. "We still have high would like to maintain her current form. At
hopes for New Englands," said Kupper, Wesleyan, Wheeler-Castillo ran one of her
despite a disappointing finish from the best 5k races this season to finish 62nd.
Knowing the resiliency of both the
women's team.
This week is not typical of a Trinity men's and women's team, it would be hard
College women's cross country team. The to believe that they are satisfied with their
October air was unkind to the Bantams, as accomplishments this weekend. It is clear
at this point in the season that Trinity cross
Miner, the team's top runner, was unable to
country does not get the respect it deserves.
finish.
Hopefully the ladies use the extra week To earn respect this season, both teams
have to make a profound statement. A
off to regain the momentum build from the
strong performance at the end of the season
previous week.
At the Saratoga
will do all the talking.
Invitational, Miner was fired up and
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Shocker? Foot foal! Wfeas Omce
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SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity Bantams shook off some
early rust in the first half to shutout the
Middlebury Panthers 14-0 this past
Saturday.
Trinity extended their Division III leading 28-game winning streak and moved to
6-0 on the year. The victory also gave them
their fourth shutout of the season, tying the
NESCAC record held by Amherst and
Trinity in 2003.
The Bantams kept Middlebury under
100 yards, outgaining them 314 total yards
to a paltry 89 total yards. Trinity collected
195. yards on the ground and 119 through "
the air, averaging 4.2 yards per play.
The Panthers were not as successful,
mustering only 42 yards on the ground and
47 yards through the air, with only 1.9
yards per play.
Gennaro Leo '07 rushed for 102 yards
on 16 carries, his longest gain being a 46yards scamper in the third quarter. Fellow
tailbacks Chandler Barnard '08 and Jordan
Quinones '07 had 57 and 46 yards respectively. Quinones' three-yard touchdown
opened the scoring up in the middle of the
third quarter for the Bantams.
Senior Josh Pitcher was effective
through the air, completing five of seven
passes for 63 yards and one touchdown.
Bill Schweitzer '06 completed five-of-11
—passes lor 56 yards with two interceptions.
Wideout Chris Oienoski '07 led all
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Volleyball
Closes Out
Season
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PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER
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Chuck Pratt

Chris Oienoski ' 0 7 hauled in a one-yard touchdown catch in the fourth quarter.
receivers with five receptions for 48 yards
Bantams found themselves in a hole at the
including a one-yard touchdown pass from
start of the second quarter, after Pitcher
Pitcher in the fourth quarter,
was sacked at his own 12-yard line. Tim
Coughlin '06 was forced to punt from
Trinity's lock down defense turned in
another stellar performance, led by line- Trinity's eight-yard line, and Middlebury
returned to Trinity's 29-yard line.
backers Christian Allen '07 and senior captain Avon Morgan. Allen led the Bantams
The -Panthers were able to get down to
with eight tackles, one forced fumble, and
the 17 yard line, but the Bantam defense
a pass break-up. Morgan had seven tackbuckled down. Middlebury quarterback
les, a fumble recovery, and one sack. Tiger Lyon completed a pass to Stefan
Sophomore nose tackle D. J. Lanz record- Hrdina, but Allen tackled him for a fiveed four tackles and 2.5 sacks.
yard loss, pushing them back to the Trinity
22. The very next play, Morgan came up
Neither team was able to get into a
rhythm in the first quaitec^&s both teajns
see BANTAMS on page 21
uaded punts and field position. The

Women's Rugby Places 2nd in Div.
Men's Squad Loses in Division II Tournament, Will Play in Consolation Round
JASON ACUNZO
•SPORTS WRITER

of the season's, hardest-hitting matches. .
Enduring the rain, the women went on
to beat Rhode Island College on Oct. 15,
Trinity's women's rugby team ended a
19-0. Without key players like forward
very successful fall season with a record of
captain Cerra Cardwell '06 and forward
4-1.
Alexis Sherman '08, the depth of the squad
After starting 2-0, the women faced
was tested and turned in a strong performCentral Connecticut State University on
ance, as Chi Romano '06, Stacy Hathcox
Oct. 11 in what has been a hotly contested
rivalry. Adding to the heat was a 29-5 '09, and Stacy Beftrand '09 filled in
thumping of Central's hopeful squad in one admirably for the injured starters.

After taking down Rhode Island, the
women returned to the capital to close out
the season against cross-town rival
University of Hartford. Although UHart
prevailed, 15-12, Trinity earned one point
in the overall standings by keeping the
margin of defeat within seven, earning
them a spot in the New England Rugby
Football Union (NERFU) Division IILTV
Championships.
In the first round of the Championships
on Saturday, Trinity downed ColbySawyer, 20-0, with scoring efforts from
Christine Hurley '06, Cardwell (twice), and
freshman Isabel "Izzy" Gottlieb. Fellow
freshman Shannon Quinn earned the
respect of her more experienced teammates
by starting all weekend at forward. "She
was fearless," said Cardwell. "She really
stepped up. We're proud of her and all of
our rookies."
On Sunday, -Trinity lost a rough match
to Babson, 17-0, as the communication that
had helped them to a first-round victory
seemed a bit lacking. Nevertheless, the
women qualified for the New England
Regionals, along with Babson, which will
be held in two weeks at Amherst College.
The men, who finished the regular season 3-3, beat Western Connecticut State

Chuck Pratt

Women's rugby shutout Colby-Sawyer 20-0, in Saturday's first round game.

Read aboul our
method of picking
Greatest Athlete of
AUTjme on page 20

see RUGBY on page 21

INSIDE SPORTS
See all of next week's
upcoming action on page 22

Get Last week's quick scores
oti page 22

It is not unusual for a team to experience peaks and valleys in a short period of
time, and that is exactly the experience of
the volleyball team over the past few
weeks.
The unquestioned high occurred at the
end of an undefeated seven-game stretch,
but only days later the team suffered a gutcheck loss against Amherst in one of the
closest matches one will ever see.
Despite a further stumble in the regular
season finale against Tufts, though, the season concluded with a 16-10 record for the
team and their first berth in the NESCAC
Championship Tournament in three years.
Trinity seemed to have little difficulty
finding motivation against three non-conference opponents, dispatching all three
without dropping a single game.
On Oct. 19, visiting Keene State
brought with them a four-game winning
streak, but nothing stops a hot streak better
than an opponent who is also on a roll.
Sophomore Erika Heineken, already the
defending conference player of the week,
the next highest total on the team, while
fellow sophomore Emily Moore proved a
valuable setup-man with 24 assists.
. „„
It was more of the same when the
Bantams traveled to Clark for a tri-match
against the hosts and Worcester State,
blanking both teams by at least nine points
a game. Among the highlights of the day
was the impressive assist total of 29 by
sophomore Megan Borgelt.
A seven-game winning streak left the
team near the top of the NESCAC standings and in position to make a statement at
see VOLLEYBALL on page 22

Chuck Pratt

Vanessa Forero '08 jumps up for the
kill against Amherst this past week.

Read aboul how the
Cioss Counln team*
did at the NLSCACs
on page 23

